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ABSTRACT

Author: Jay Seymour, Cassidy N. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Kinematics and Dynamics of the Pamir, Central Asia and Main Ethiopian Rift
Major Professor: Lucy Flesch
Plate tectonic theory predicts that deformation is localized in narrow zones along plate boundaries,
but geodetic, seismic, and geological observations show that deformation of continents is diffuse
and complex. Furthermore, dense, recently published GPS velocities hint at regional
heterogeneities within two of the most widely studied continental deformation zones in the world:
the India-Eurasia collision zone and East African Rift System. Here, we use numerical models to
investigate deformation in the Pamir, a region west of the Tibetan Plateau, and the Main Ethiopian
Rift, the northernmost segment of the East African Rift System. Inverse and forward numerical
models are constrained by GPS velocities, fault slip rate information, earthquake and magmatism
data, plate rotations, and lithospheric density information. Models quantify 1) the distribution of
surface deformation, 2) lithospheric force balance, and 3) the effects of lithospheric strength
heterogeneities. Models indicate that the Pamir is kinematically similar to the Himalayan arc and
Tibetan Plateau despite different deformation length scales. Modeled force balance is a
combination of forces due to gravitational potential energy that create east-west extension and
boundary stresses from India-Eurasia collision that create north-south compression. We find
evidence that subducting continental slab beneath the Pamir structurally stiffens the region
compared to the rest of the collision zone. Through forward modeling of the Pamir, we demonstrate
that slab pull from continental subduction creates compression along the subduction interface and
shear along the eastern and western Pamir boundaries. In Ethiopia, modeled deformation

xviii
associated with the Main Ethiopian Rift is distributed over a broad region in the Ethiopian
Highlands, contrary to prior models that predict narrow rifting. Styles of deformation in Ethiopia
can be explained by force balance dominated by gravitational potential energy. Modeled stress
field boundary conditions point to a small contribution from basal drag that resists stresses
associated with gravitational potential energy. This body of work demonstrates that detailed,
regional models reveal small-wavelength variations in deformation and force balance that are often
unresolved in continent-scale models. We conclude based on our model results that in both
convergent and divergent settings, 1) continental deformation occurs over multiple length scales,
2) buoyancy forces play an important and sometimes dominant role in force balance, and 3) lateral
weak zones along major tectonic features play an important role in controlling deformation.

1

1. INTRODUCTION

Numerical Modeling of Continental Deformation
Understanding the nature of continental deformation has been a “grand challenge” in geodynamics
over the past decade (Olson et al., 2010). Increasingly dense geophysical observations show that
deformation of continental lithosphere is considerably more complex than the rigid plate motion
predicted by plate tectonic theory. Seismicity patterns and seafloor fault maps indicate that most
oceanic lithosphere deforms primarily in narrow zones at plate edges. In contrast, continental
deformation, occurs over both narrow (~100 km) and wide (> 1000 km) length scales with spatially
varying styles of deformation.

Numerical models have proven a useful tool in understanding deformation of continents. The
forward numerical models of e.g. England & Houseman (1986), England & McKenzie (1982),
Houseman & England (1986) successfully replicated observed geologic features in e.g. the IndiaEurasia collision zone using the thin viscous sheet approximation, in which the properties of the
lithosphere are assumed to be vertically homogeneous over large horizontal length scales. Sonder
& England (1989) demonstrated that the thin sheet modeling methods could also be applied to
extensional settings. Others have taken a block modeling approach, in which deformation is
approximated as rigid rotation of elastic blocks with deformation localized on bounding faults (e.g.
Meade, 2007; Saria, Calais, Stamps, Delvaux, & Hartnady, 2014; Stamps et al., 2008; Thatcher,
2007).

Haines and Holt (e.g. Haines, Jackson, Holt, & Agnew, 1998; Holt, Ni, Wallace, & Haines, 1991)
built on the work of England, Houseman, Sonder et al. by taking an inverse modeling approach of
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continuous kinematics. Their models utilized continuous spline functions constrained by
geological, geodetic, and seismic data sets to quantify two-dimensional, self-consistent strain rate
and velocity fields.

Quantifying the kinematics of deformation allows for investigations into dynamics, i.e. the balance
of forces that controls the deformation field. England & Molnar (1997) quantified a gravitational
potential energy (GPE) field for the India-Eurasia collision zone and showed that spatial variations
in GPE explain broad deformation patterns in Tibet. However, their models assumed a constant
lithospheric viscosity. Flesch, Haines, & Holt (2001) expanded on their work by solving for
continuous deviatoric stress fields and laterally varying viscosity fields. Unlike previous forward
models that assumed lithospheric properties, the models of Flesch et al. were based on geological
and geophysical observations, thus avoiding a priori assumptions.

Studies by England, Houseman, Molnar, Haines, Holt, Flesch, and many others have laid the
groundwork for detailed, observation-based kinematic and dynamic modeling of continuous
deformation. Advances in computing power and surges in available geophysical data allow us to
combine large data sets to constrain and solve complex physics equations in high-resolution
models. In this work, we apply these techniques to examine deformation in regions of continental
convergence and divergence: the India-Eurasia collision zone and the East African Rift System
(EARS) (Figure 1.1).

The India-Eurasia collision zone and EARS are two of the most well-known and widely studied
continental deformation zones in the world. Other workers have investigated the kinematics and
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Figure 1.1. Study locations. Red boxes outline model grids.
dynamics of the India-Eurasia collision zone (e.g. Andronicos, Velasco, & Hurtado, 2007; Avouac
& Tapponnier, 1993; Bischoff & Flesch, in review; England & Molnar, 1997; Holt et al., 2000;
Larson, Burgmann, Bilham, & Freymueller, 1999; Meade, 2007; Reigber et al., 2001; Thatcher,
2007; Zhang et al., 2004) and EARS as a whole (Saria, Calais, Stamps, Delvaux, & Hartnady,
2014; Stamps, Flesch, Calais, & Ghosh, 2014; Stamps, Iaffaldano, & Calais, 2015; Stamps et al.,
2008).

Their broad-scale approach has advanced our understanding of long-wavelength

deformation patterns and force balance. However, recent, dense geodetic observations show that
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two regions within these classic tectonic settings do not deform as predicted by the continent-scale
models: 1) the Pamir region of the India-Eurasia collision zone and 2) the Main Ethiopian Rift
segment of the EARS.

Research Questions
The objective of this research is to examine deformation in the Pamir and Main Ethiopian Rift
(MER) using spatially focused, detailed numerical models. This work allows us to compare results
from spatially focused, detailed models from those of continent-scale models, as well as results
from a convergent (Chapters 2 and 3) and divergent (Chapters 4) setting.

We investigate three research questions:
1) How is continental deformation distributed?
2) What is the balance of forces controlling deformation?
3) How do lithospheric strength variations affect deformation?

To examine the distribution of deformation (question 1), we combine geophysical and geologic
observations of strain rate to constrain kinematic models of interseismic deformation using the
methods of Haines and Holt (e.g. Holt et al., 1991; Haines et al., 1998). Dense geodetic
observations allow for modeling of deformation in greater spatial detail than previous continentscale models, which in turn allows us to constrain dynamic models examining force balance. The
Haines and Holt methods take a continuous approach to continental deformation rather than an
elastic, block model approach (e.g. Meade, 2007; Thatcher, 2007). However, an advantage of the
methods are that models allow for block-like behavior if defined by strain rate and velocity
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observations. We apply this inverse, kinematic modeling technique to the Pamir in Chapter 2 and
Ethiopia in Chapter 4.

To investigate force balance (question 2), we use thin sheet dynamic modeling methods to quantify
relative contributions to total force balance from body forces and boundary stresses. After Flesch
et al. (2001), we initially take an observation-based inverse model approach to calculate vertically
averaged deviatoric stresses from gravitational potential energy (GPE; i.e. internal body forces)
and stress field boundary conditions. An advantage of this approach is that we quantify the relative
roles of forces that control deformation. In Chapter 2 we present results from an initial
investigation of Pamir dynamics though inverse dynamic modeling. In Chapter 3 we explore
dynamics of the Pamir in more detail and specifically test model sensitivity to styles of topographic
compensation. Inverse dynamic model results for Ethiopia are presented in Chapter 4.

Finally, to investigate the roles of lithospheric strength variations (question 3), we directly
calculate vertically averaged effective viscosity fields from modeled strain rate and deviatoric
stress magnitudes. Dynamic model results are then refined in thin sheet forward models
constrained by body force distributions, velocity boundary conditions, and calculated lateral
viscosity variations. Our initial modeled vertically averaged effective viscosity field for the Pamir
is presented in Chapter 2, and forward dynamic models and refined viscosity field results are
presented in Chapter 3. For Ethiopia, the vertically averaged effective viscosity field is presented
in Chapter 4.
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2. KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS OF THE PAMIR, CENTRAL ASIA:
QUANTIFYING SURFACE DEFORMATION AND FORCE BALANCE
IN AN INTRACONTINENTAL SUBDUCTION ZONE

The original version of this work has been published as:
Jay, C. N., Flesch, L. M., & Bendick, R. (2017). Kinematics and dynamics of the Pamir, Central
Asia: Quantifying surface deformation and force balance in an intracontinental subduction zone.
Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth, 122, 4741–4762.

Abstract
Kinematic and dynamic models quantify deformation and force balance in the Pamir, a region
undergoing the rare and poorly understood process of intracontinental subduction. We constrain a
detailed kinematic model with 506 recent GPS velocities and Quaternary fault slip rates and show
that the Pamir is organized like the Himalaya and Tibet, with regions of 1) localized strain rate
≥100e-9/yr along the Pamir Frontal Thrust System (the subduction interface), similar to the
Himalaya, and 2) distributed north-south compression and east-west extension, similar to Tibet.
Through standard thin viscous sheet methods we demonstrate that the lithospheric force balance
in the Pamir is a combination of stresses caused by gravitational potential energy and India-Eurasia
convergence accommodated at a subduction interface, in this case the Pamir Frontal Thrust System.
We find that strain rate and deviatoric stress patterns near the Pamir Frontal Thrust System are
characteristic of a mature subduction zone, despite its initiation in continental lithosphere.
Although the Pamir and Tibet are kinematically and dynamically similar, the Pamir is stiffer
overall than Tibet, perhaps due to the presence of the highly arcuate, geometrically stiffened
continental slab at depth.
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Introduction
The Pamir orogen, located immediately west of the Tibetan Plateau (Figure 2.1a), is the only
present-day region undergoing active, steep subduction of non-oceanic lithosphere in the middle
of a continent (e.g. Burtman & Molnar, 1993; Fan et al., 1994; Kufner et al., 2016; Roecker, 1982;
Schneider et al., 2013; Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013; Sippl, Schurr, Yuan, et al., 2013). The
Pamir, therefore, offers a rare opportunity to study how deformation is distributed across a
continental collision zone where both the downgoing and overriding lithosphere are entirely
continental in composition. The region also offers a useful counterpoint to the Tibetan collision
to the east, because the tectonic boundary conditions are the same, but the mechanisms
accommodating convergence are different.

Previous geophysical and geological studies have hinted that present-day Pamir tectonics are
similar to 1) diffusely deforming features, such as the Tibetan Plateau, and 2) subduction zones
where subduction initiated in oceanic lithosphere, such as the Himalaya. Similar to Tibet, the Pamir
exhibits broad, distributed deformation in the overriding lithosphere characterized by north-south
compression and east-west extension (e.g. Ischuk et al., 2013; Mohadjer et al., 2010; Zubovich et
al., 2010). On the other hand, similar to many oceanic subduction zones, the Pamir is arcuate and
includes a seismically imaged subducting slab at depth (Figure 2.1a) (Burtman & Molnar, 1993;
Fan et al., 1994; Kufner et al., 2016; Mahadevan et al., 2010; Roecker, 1982; Schneider et al., 2013;
Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013; Sippl, Schurr, Yuan, et al., 2013; Sobel et al., 2013) coincident
with a well-organized Benioff zone of intermediate-depth seismicity. Therefore, although part of
the same collision zone, the Pamir exhibits several important distinctions from Tibet: intermediate
depth seismicity, shorter length scales of deformation, and a steep, highly arcuate, south-dipping
subduction zone that initiated in continental, as opposed to oceanic, lithosphere.
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Figure 2.1. Summary of study location, seismicity, model constraints, and model grids.
Background topography is from GTOPO30 (U.S. Geological Survey, EROS). All maps are
presented in Mercator projection. (a) Circles show earthquake locations from Sippl, Schurr,
Yuan, et al. (2013) for August 2008 – June 2010, color coded by depth. Intermediate depth (~50300 km) seismicity outlines subducted continental lithosphere. Red box in lower left inset shows
location of main figure. (b) Major active faults in the Pamir. Faults are color coded by a priori
slip rate; see text and Supplementary Material for details. Fault name abbreviations: CF =
Chaman Fault, DKF = Darvaz-Karakul Fault, KF = Karakorum Fault, KSES = Kongur Shan
Extensional System, MFT = Main Frontal Thrust, MKT = Main Karakorum Thrust, MMT =
Main Mantle Thrust, MPT = Main Pamir Thrust, MT = Makran Thrust, PFT = Pamir Frontal
Thrust, SKF = Sarez-Karakul Fault. The MPT and PFT comprise the Pamir Frontal Thrust
System (PFTS). (c) GPS velocities and model grids. Yellow and green vectors represent GPS
velocities in a Eurasian reference frame. Error ellipses show 95% confidence. Kinematic model
grid is shown in black. Black circles indicate fixed (Eurasian) boundary nodes and red vectors
indicate boundary nodes assigned a rigid body (Indian) rotation. Dynamic model grid also
includes the red grid boxes. Boundary nodes (white and black circles) are either held fixed
(section 2.5) or rotated to elicit a stress response in the interior of the grid (section 2.6).
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Understanding the kinematics and dynamics of a region as unique and complex as the Pamir, where
deformation is both plateau-like and subduction-zone-like, requires dense observations of strain
rate. Unfortunately, such observations have heretofore been too sparse to fully characterize and
quantify deformation and force balance (e.g. Schurr et al., 2014; Zubovich et al., 2016).
Understanding deformation in the Pamir remains societally important, as the Pamir region has
some of the highest seismic risk in the world (Bhatia et al., 1999; Giardini et al., 1999; Mohadjer
et al., 2016; Ullah et al., 2015; Yadav et al., 2013), and scientifically important, as intracontinental
subduction is poorly understood. A better understanding of how, why, and where continental
material subducts may shed light on ongoing research topics such as recycling of continental
material, subduction initiation, and rules that govern continental deformation. Recent geodetic and
geologic observations allow us to quantify Pamir deformation for the first time. We present here a
quantitative kinematic model of Pamir surface deformation constrained by 506 recent GPS
velocities and Quaternary slip rates on faults and thin sheet dynamic models that quantify force
balance. We examine the role of the subducting slab in the force balance and also estimate
vertically averaged effective viscosities over the entire model region.

Tectonic Setting
Intermediate depth seismicity distinguishes the present-day deformation of the Pamir from the rest
of the Indo-Asian collision zone. Geological and geophysical work (e.g. Burtman & Molnar, 1993;
Hamburger et al., 1992; Kufner et al., 2016; Roecker, 1982; Schneider et al., 2013; Sippl, Schurr,
Tympel, et al., 2013; Sippl, Schurr, Yuan, et al., 2013) confirms that this seismicity delineates at
least one slab of subducting continental mantle lithosphere and lower crust which appears to be
intact from mantle depths of ~400 km (Kufner et al., 2016; Schneider et al., 2013; Sippl, Schurr,
Tympel, et al., 2013; Sippl, Schurr, Yuan, et al., 2013) to a surface boundary at the Pamir Frontal
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Thrust System (PFTS). The slab curves southward in the western Pamir and then strikes east-west
again beneath the Hindu Kush, where it dips steeply to the north and extends to ~600 km depth
(Figure 2.1a) (Kufner et al., 2016; Schneider et al., 2013; Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013; Sippl,
Schurr, Yuan, et al., 2013), although the origin of the seismogenic material beneath the Hindu
Kush is much more ambiguous. Moment tensors within the slab indicate down-dip extension
beneath the Hindu Kush and the western and eastern Pamir, and along-strike extension beneath
the central Pamir (Bai & Zhang, 2015; Kufner et al., 2016). Recent geophysical results indicate a
two-slab architecture at depth: an Indian slab beneath the Hindu Kush and a Eurasian slab beneath
the Pamir (Kufner et al., 2016).

Complexity of deformation in the Pamir is reflected not only in the seismicity, but also in the
geology. The tectonic history of the Pamir is largely characterized by terrane accretion followed
by significant deformation and northward overthrusting related to the collision of India with
Eurasia (Burtman & Molnar, 1993; Schwab et al., 2004). The present-day Pamir is bounded to the
north by the Tien Shan mountains, to the south by India, to the east by the rigid Tarim basin, and
to the west by the Hindu Kush mountains and Tajik basin (Figure 2.1a). To the north, the PFTS
localizes deformation as the Pamir moves northward with respect to the Tien Shan, progressively
closing a narrow intramontane basin called the Alai valley (Arrowsmith & Strecker, 1999; Coutand
et al., 2002; Zubovich et al., 2016). In this paper, the PFTS includes the Main Pamir Thrust and
Pamir Frontal Thrust (Figure 2.1b), which root in the same decollement (e.g. Li et al., 2012; Sobel
et al., 2013; Thompson et al., 2015). The left-lateral Chaman and Darvaz-Karakul faults and rightlateral Karakorum fault also facilitate northward motion with respect to Eurasia (e.g. Burtman &
Molnar, 1993; Mohadjer et al., 2010), though present-day slip rates along the Karakorum fault are
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slow (e.g. Jade et al., 2004; Mohadjer, Ehlers, Bendick, & Mutz, 2016; Robinson, 2009; Robinson
et al., 2015; Wright et al., 2004). The Sarez-Karakul fault, the Kongur Shan extensional system,
and an evaporitic decollement that underlies most of the Tajik basin accommodate east-west
extension (e.g. Bourgeois et al., 1997; Nikolaev, 2002; Robinson et al., 2004, 2007) that has likely
been active since ~12-2 Ma (e.g. Rutte et al., 2017a, 2017b, Stübner et al., 2013a, 2013b) and has
been variously attributed to gravitational collapse, oroclinal bending, transfer of compression,
radial thrusting along the PFTS, or heat concentration due to toroidal flow of the mantle around
the subducting slab (Burtman, 2013; Robinson et al., 2004, 2007, Rutte et al., 2017a, 2017b; Schurr
et al., 2014; Sobel et al., 2013; Strecker et al., 1995; Thiede et al., 2013; Zubovich et al., 2016).

Average elevation (~4000 m) and crustal thicknesses (~60 – 70 km) in the Pamir are similar to
Tibet (~4500 m, 65 – 75 km) (e.g. England & Houseman, 1986 and references therein; Mechie et
al., 2012), though topographic relief is generally higher within the Pamir.

There is high

topographic relief along both the eastern border with the Tarim basin, which sits at ~1000 m
elevation, and the western border with the Tajik basin, which sits at ~500 m elevation. Xenoliths
from the southeastern Pamir show that topography has been high for most of the Cenozoic (Ducea
et al., 2003). The Pamir, unlike Tibet, has undergone significant exhumation during the Cenozoic,
and current crustal thicknesses may require large-scale recycling of the crust (Burtman & Molnar,
1993; Schmidt et al., 2011). Based on timing and distribution of past exhumation and shortening,
Sobel et al. (2013) postulate that intracontinental subduction initiated ~25 Ma following the breakoff of the north-dipping Tethyan and Indian slab.
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Kinematic Model: Strain Rate and Velocity Fields
Our first step is to quantify the observed surface deformation field in the Pamir by computing
continuous, kinematic velocity and strain rate tensor fields through a joint inversion of geodetic
and geologic strain rate observations. We take a continuous approach to modeling continental
deformation (Haines et al., 1998; Haines & Holt, 1993; Holt et al., 1991; Holt, Chamot-Rooke, et
al., 2000; Holt, Shen-Tu, et al., 2000), but our models incorporate the critical role of faults in the
crust by allowing localized zones of high strain rate.
2.4.1 Methodology
We use the methods of Haines & Holt (1993), Haines et al. (1998), Holt, Chamot-Rooke, et al.
(2000), and Holt, Shen-Tu, et al. (2000) to infer continuous, self-consistent velocity and strain rate
fields constrained by GPS and fault slip rate observations. We construct a horizontal, curved-Earth
grid over our region of interest, compute a vector rotation function at points of known velocity and
strain rate, and then use bi-cubic spline functions to interpolate between observations so that the
velocity and strain rate fields are continuously defined. The continuous velocity field is represented
by the equation
u = r[W(x0) × x0]
Equation 2.1
where u is the horizontal velocity, r is the Earth’s radius, x0 is the vector of direction cosines for
each point on the Earth’s surface, and W(x0) is the vector rotation function (e.g. Holt, Shen-Tu, et
al., 2000). To find the function W(x0) , we perform a joint least-squares inversion where we
minimize the sum of squares of differences between observed strain rates (from GPS velocities
and estimates of Quaternary slip on faults) and predicted strain rates, while also finding a best
match to the GPS velocities. We thus minimize the objective function
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the observed values of ;�;̇9;: and �O9 , respectively; �BC,EF is the variance-covariance operator
associated with the strain rates; and �B,C is the variance-covariance operator associated with the
velocities (e.g. Haines et al., 1998; Haines & Holt, 1993; Holt, Chamot-Rooke, et al., 2000; Holt,
Shen-Tu, et al., 2000; Özeren & Holt, 2010). Velocity variances and covariances take into account
a priori uncertainties/covariance information from the GPS observations and Quaternary fault slip
data. In grid areas that contain no faults, the strain rate variance equals the base-level
incompleteness factor term equivalent to a “missing” velocity of ~1.3 mm/yr, and strain rate
covariance is zero (isotropic deformation). In grid areas that contain faults, a priori fault slip rates
are converted to average strain rates using a Kostrov summation given by Equation 10 in Holt,
Shen-Tu, et al. (2000). There, strain rate variances take into account a priori uncertainties in fault
slip rates (see minimum and maximum slip rates in the Supplementary Table in Appendix A) and
an isotropic incompleteness factor that represents a uniform “missing” slip rate in each grid area
of ~1.3 mm/yr (Equation 11 in Holt, Shen-Tu, et al. (2000)). Strain rate covariances constrain the
style of deformation using a priori rake and dip values based mostly on England & Molnar (1997b)
(Equation 12 in Holt, Shen-Tu, et al. (2000)). Since the GPS uncertainties are typically small
relative to fault slip rate uncertainties, slip rates along faults are constrained by the GPS data while
the style of strain rate is determined from a priori fault type assumptions. All grid areas are subject
to strain compatibility, light smoothing to prevent spurious oscillations, and continuity of certain
derivatives according to bicubic spline conditions; see Haines et al. (1998) for details. Our value
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for the incompleteness factor was chosen such that the misfit per degree of freedom (sum of
squared misfit divided by the number of degrees of freedom) of the resulting modeled velocity
field was approximately 1.2, meaning we fit the observations well but do not over fit.

The model set-up is summarized in Figure 2.1c. Our 0.25° × 0.25° grid includes a line of nodes in
Eurasia that we hold fixed. Nodes in India were assigned a rigid body rotation with an angular
velocity of 0.355° Myr-1 about an Euler pole located at 25.9° N, 15.0° E (Kreemer et al., 2003).
(We also tested rotation poles from GEODVEL (Argus et al., 2010) and MORVEL (DeMets et al.,
2010) and found no significant difference in model results; see Supplementary Figures A1 & A2.)
All remaining nodes were allowed to freely deform in any horizontal direction to match the plate
rotation, GPS velocities, and Quaternary fault slip data.

Velocity constraints include 506 GPS velocities from Zubovich et al. (2010) and Ischuk et al.
(2013) (Figure 2.1c), which we assume represent long-term motions with respect to Eurasia. We
excluded six anomalous velocities that we judged to not represent long-term motion; four due to
high error in the GPS velocities and two due to anomalous velocity directions. Fault slip constraints
were compiled from geodetic and geologic studies; fault traces and general directions of slip
(Figure 2.1b) were modified from England & Molnar [1997b], Kaneda et al. (2008), Robinson et
al. (2004), and HimaTibetMap (Styron et al., 2010), and slip rates were compiled from Allen et al.
(1999), Campbell et al. (2013), Deng et al. (2003), England & Molnar (1997), Ischuk et al. (2013),
Kaneda et al. (2008), Mohadjer et al. (2010), Reigber et al. (2001), Robinson (2009b), Robinson
et al. (2010), Shen et al. (2001), Strecker et al. (1995), S. C. Thompson et al. (2002), Unsworth et
al. (2005), Wright et al. (2004), and Zubovich et al. (2010). We extended the HimaTibetMap Sarez-
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Karakul fault trace to the south based on Schurr et al. (2014). Slip rates and styles are assumed to
represent Quaternary deformation, and we have attempted to only choose slip data for which this
is likely to hold true. We assigned each fault segment an a priori minimum, expected, and
maximum slip rate based on published data and errors, where available. For cases where no
published fault slip rate data was found, currently active faults were assigned a slip rate of 2 ±
2 mm/yr and currently inactive faults were assigned a slip rate of 0 mm/yr with an upper bound of
1 mm/yr. Exceptions include the Main Mantle Thrust, which was assigned a slip rate of 4 ±
4 mm/yr, and the Makran Thrust and Main Frontal Thrust west of ~74°E, which were assigned
large slip rate windows (4 mm/yr with a minimum of 0 mm/yr and maximum of 16 mm/yr) in
order to provide a better match to GPS velocity magnitudes. Note that slip rates along these fault
segments are not well constrained by geologic or geodetic data. For most faults, we do not vary
the a priori slip rate along strike given the low spatial resolution of most published offset data.
Spatial variations in a priori slip rates are shown in Figure 2.1b. As mentioned previously, GPS
velocities constrained both the direction and magnitude of deformation, and fault data primarily
constrained the style of deformation and allowed deformation to localize. See Appendix A for a
table of fault slip rates used in this study.

Some previous applications of this method used shallow earthquake moment tensors instead of
fault data to constrain the styles of deformation (e.g. Bernard et al., 2000; Haines & Holt, 1993;
Holt et al., 1991; Kreemer et al., 2003; Stamps et al., 2014). We found that the combined
earthquake record from the Global CMT Catalog (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012),
Bernard et al. (2000), and Schurr et al. (2014) was too incomplete to localize strain rates in our
model, particularly in regions where we know strain rate localization occurs based on geologic and
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geodetic observations. Quaternary slip rates on faults provide better spatial coverage and have the
advantage of capturing useful observations over the entire earthquake cycle. The use of geodetic
velocities and fault slip data to constrain the velocity and strain rate tensor fields has previously
been demonstrated for the India-Eurasia collision zone and other regions of the world (Finzel et
al., 2011; Flesch et al., 2000, 2001, 2005, 2007; Holt, Chamot-Rooke, et al., 2000; Holt, Shen-Tu,
et al., 2000; Kreemer et al., 2003; Shen-Tu et al., 1999).
2.4.2 Results
Figures 2.2a and 2.2b show modeled surface velocities with respect to Eurasia and India,
respectively. Formal model uncertainties vary spatially based on the GPS and fault slip rate
uncertainties; see error ellipses in Figures 2.2a and 2.2b. We also exercise caution when
interpreting the model in regions where GPS and fault data are scarce (Figure 2.2). The weighted
root mean square (as defined in Stamps et al. (2014)) is 0.59 mm/yr. As expected, the Eurasiafixed velocity field (Figure 2.2a) shows predominantly northward motion. Along the western
boundary of the Pamir, velocities as far east as 73°E and as far south as the Main Karakorum
Thrust rotate counterclockwise. Velocities do not rotate along the eastern margin of the Pamir;
there, the Pamir and the Tarim basin appear to move northward together as suggested by Sobel et
al. (2011), Ischuk et al. (2013), and Thompson et al. (2015). Velocities change abruptly across the
PFTS, indicating significant strain localization there (Figure 2.2b) (Zubovich et al., 2010, 2016).

Shortening and extension rates along the profiles shown in Figure 2.2c are reported in Table 2.1.
Total north-south shortening from just north of the Main Mantle Thrust to just north of the PFTS
(line 1, Figure 2.2c) is 17.4 mm/yr. Shortening across the PFTS accounts for 11.8 mm/yr (line 1a,
Figure 2.2c). East-west extension (line 2b, Figure 2.2c) is 7.7 mm/yr. Our shortening rates agree
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Figure 2.2. Kinematic model results. Modeled velocities and principal strain rate axes have been
downsampled for clarity. (a) Velocity field with respect to Eurasia. Blue vectors are modeled
velocities, and yellow and green vectors are GPS velocities as in Figure 2.1c. All error ellipses
represent 95% confidence. (b) Velocity field with respect to India. Blue vectors are modeled
velocities, and orange vectors are the same GPS velocities as in (a) except that they have been
uniformly rotated into an India-fixed reference frame using the IN-EU rotation pole from
Kreemer et al. [2003]. (c) Colors represent strain rate magnitude (second invariant of the strain
rate tensor) with saturation at 100e-9/yr. See Table 1 for shortening and extension rates across
lines 1 and 2. (d) Axes are principal strain rate directions. Blue represents compression and red
represents extension.
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Table 2.1. Shortening and extension rates across lines 1 and 2 in Figure 2.2c.
Transect

Rate
Style
(mm/yr)
Line 1

% Total N-S IN-EU
convergence

1a

11.8

N-S compression

39%

1b
1a + 1b
Entire grid (IN-EU) at 73°E

5.6
17.4
30.1

N-S compression
N-S compression
N-S compression

19%
58%
100%

Line 2
2a

6.0

E-W compression

2b

7.7

E-W extension

with Zubovich et al. (2010) and Ischuk et al. (2013), who estimated 10 – 15 mm/yr shortening
across the PFTS. Our east-west extension rates are also in agreement. Zubovich et al. (2010)
estimated 5 – 8 mm/yr extension along an approximately east-west profile extending from ~72°E
into the Tarim Basin. Ischuk et al. (2013) found 5 – 10 mm/yr of east-west extension. However,
whereas Ischuk et al. (2013) estimated negligible north-south shortening within the high Pamir,
our models predict an area of broad, distributed deformation (10 – 30e-9 yr-1) that equates to 5.6
mm/yr north-south shortening from just north of the Main Mantle Thrust to just south of the PFTS
(line 1b, Figure 2.2c).

We calculated modeled slip rates for four major faults by averaging velocity pair differences across
the faults. Our model predicts an average slip rate of ~12 mm/yr for the PFTS, which agrees with
geodetic rates estimated by Mohadjer et al. (2010) (11.8 ± 2 mm/yr, based on a sparse GPS
network), Reigber et al. (2001) (13 ± 4 mm/yr), Zubovich et al. (2010) (10 – 15 mm/yr) and Ischuk
et al. [2013] (10 – 15 mm/yr). Modeled Karakorum Fault slip rates are low: ~1 mm/yr, in general
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agreement with low rates found by Brown et al. (2002), Jade et al. (2004), Wright et al. (2004),
Robinson (2009b), and Robinson et al. (2015). Our modeled average slip rate for the Chaman Fault
(~10 mm/yr) is lower than geodetic estimates by Szeliga et al. (2012) (16.8 ± 2.7 mm/yr) and
Mohadjer et al. (2010) (upper bound of 18.1 ± 1 mm/yr), which may include slip on multiple
faults in the area, and a geologic estimate by Ul-Hadi et al. (2013) (33.3 ± 3 mm/yr). Our Chaman
slip rate is slightly higher than InSAR estimates by Fattahi and Amelung (2016) (6.6 ± 1.2 mm/yr
at 32° N) and Barnhart (2017) (~7-9 mm/yr creep around 30.5° N). Along the Darvaz-Karakul
fault, Ischuk et al. (2013) estimate 10 ± 1 mm/yr of shear that might be localized on the fault and
Mohadjer et al. (2010) established an upper bound of 11.4 ± 2 mm/yr. Our estimated slip rate is
lower: ~6 mm/yr.

We tested the sensitivity of our modeled slip rates for the PFTS and Karakorum fault by varying
the a priori slip rates (Figure 2.1b). Changing the PFTS slip rate from 12.5 ± 2.5 mm/yr to 12.5
+2.5/-12.5 mm/yr led to a small increase in slip rate (12.4 mm/yr to 12.7 mm/yr). When we
decreased the a priori slip rate to 3 ± 3 mm/yr, the modeled average slip rate decreased to 10.7
mm/yr. For the Karakorum fault, changing the slip rate window from 1 +6/-1 mm/yr to 5 ±
5 mm/yr resulted in a slip rate increase from 0.9 mm/yr to 2.6 mm/yr. Further increasing the
Karakorum slip rate to 10 +5/-10 mm/yr caused only a moderate increase to 3.9 mm/yr. Although
this experiment demonstrates that there is some slight sensitivity to input slip rates for these two
faults, the simulations prefer low slip rates along the Karakorum fault and high slip rates along the
PFTS.
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Within the Pamir, strain rate magnitudes (the second invariant of the strain rate tensors) range from
close to 0 to greater than 100e-9 yr-1 (Figure 2.2c). Consistent with previous observations of
regional tectonics, we reproduce low strain rates in the Tarim Basin and high strain rates across
the Tien Shan mountain range. High strain rate magnitudes (50 - 100e-9 yr-1) indicate localized
deformation along several main faults, including the PFTS, Chaman Fault, Darvaz-Karakul Fault,
Kongur Shan extensional system, Main Frontal Thrust, Main Mantle Thrust, and several thrust
faults in the Tien Shan. However, distributed moderate magnitude strain rates (20 - 30e-9 yr-1)
within the Pamir show that not all strain rate is localized on known faults. Because we are
modeling the interseismic signal, a portion of the non-localized strain rates may be elastic loading
but most likely represent deformation occurring on unmapped structures between mapped faults.
The model predicts low strain rates (0 - 10e-9 yr-1) in a small region just to the east of the DarvazKarakul fault and another region between the Kongur Shan Extensional System and Main Mantle
Thrust, but the model is poorly constrained in these areas.

Principal strain rate axes within the Pamir are characterized by predominantly north-south
compression with simultaneous east-west extension (Figure 2.2d), similar to the Tibetan Plateau
[e.g. (Holt et al., 1995; Holt, Chamot-Rooke, et al., 2000; Kreemer et al., 2003; Mohadjer et al.,
2010). Along the PFTS, large, compressive principal strain rate axes rotate such that they are
perpendicular to the fault trace. This pattern is similar to other subduction zones such as the
Himalaya and could be a result of convergence and underthrusting at the arcuate subduction
interface (e.g. Finzel et al., 2014; Holt, Chamot-Rooke, et al., 2000; Kreemer et al., 2003;
Mahadevan et al., 2010; Sobel et al., 2013).
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Our results generally agree with the Global Strain Rate Model (GRSM v.2.1) by Kreemer et al.
(2014), who used spline interpolations of 22,415 geodetic velocities (including those from
Zubovich et al. (2010) and Ischuk et al. (2013)) to construct global strain rate and velocity fields
on a 0.25° × 0.2° model grid. Similar to our model, GRSM v.2.1 predicts north-south compression
with east-west extension in the Pamir with average strain rate magnitudes on the order of 30e-9 yr1

and localized strain rates along the PFTS.

Dynamic Model: Deviatoric Stress Associated With Gravitational Potential Energy
We next use a thin sheet approach to investigate force balance. We assume that lithospheric
deformation responds to a balance of 1) gravitational body forces (section 2.5) and 2) boundary
forces (section 2.6) (e.g. Flesch et al., 2001, 2007). In this section, we solve for the stress field
associated with gravitational body forces acting on lateral density variations, or gravitational
potential energy (GPE). As in previous studies that treat the lithosphere as a thin viscous sheet (e.g.
England et al., 1985; England & Houseman, 1986, 1988; England & McKenzie, 1982; England &
Molnar, 1997a; Houseman & England, 1986), we assume that the role of tractions on the base of
the lithosphere is negligible when performing the calculations in this section. (We discuss the role
of basal tractions further in section 2.6.)
2.5.1 Methodology
Using the methods of e.g. Flesch et al. (2001, 2007) and Ghosh et al. (2006), we first solve for the
vertically averaged, deviatoric stress field associated with gravitational potential energy (GPE),
treating the lithosphere as continuous in stress. We apply the thin sheet approximation by
integrating over depth and neglecting basal tractions (e.g. England et al., 1985; England &
Houseman, 1986, 1988, 1989; England & McKenzie, 1982; England & Molnar, 1997a; Houseman
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& England, 1986; Molnar & Lyon-Caen, 1988) and solve the following force balance equation
(from Stokes equation of steady motion with rate of change of momentum equal to zero, written
in Einstein notation):
�
��;gg
M�̅da + �da �̅ff P =
��a
��d
Equation 2.3
̅ = �̅hh +
Here, �̅da represents the vertically averaged, horizontal deviatoric stress tensor; �ff
�̅ii = −�̅gg ; �da is the Kronecker delta function; �;gg represents vertically averaged vertical stress
(GPE); and � and � represent summation over � and � . The equation is presented here in
Cartesian coordinates for clarity, but all calculations are performed using spherical coordinates.
(See Flesch et al. (2001) for a more thorough presentation of the mathematics and Ghosh et al.
(2013) for full derivation of the equations in spherical coordinates.) Horizontal bars in Equation
2.3 indicate values that are averaged over the thickness of the lithosphere, which we set equal to
100 km after Jones et al. (1996), Flesch et al. (2001, 2007), and Ghosh et al. (2006).

Equation 2.3 shows that lateral changes in �;gg (right-hand side) are balanced by lateral changes in
horizontal deviatoric stresses (left-hand side). In other words, with a priori constraints on GPE,
we can directly solve for the vertically averaged deviatoric stress field associated with GPE (Flesch
et al., 2001, 2007]). In order to solve Equation 2.3, we first calculate absolute magnitudes of
vertically averaged GPE (�;gg ) for each grid area in our dynamic model grid (Figure 2.1c) by
integrating density as a function of depth over the thickness of the lithosphere:
�;gg

g
1 w
= − n on �� r �d� r v d�
� u
u

Equation 2.4
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where � is the compensation depth (100 km), ℎ is the thickness of the lithosphere (100 km), � is
depth, � is density, and � is gravitational acceleration. Crustal densities and layer thicknesses are
from the Crust1.0 model (Laske et al., 2013). Since Crust1.0 has a 1° × 1° horizontal resolution,
the horizontal resolution of our GPE model is effectively 1° × 1° instead of 0.25° × 0.25°.

We calculate two GPE models: one without the slab in the lithospheric mantle and one with the
slab (hereafter, the “no-slab model” and “slab model”). Note that in the slab model, the subducting
slab is represented only in the upper 100 km. Any additional slab dynamics important to the force
balance, including those associated with density variations below 100 km, are omitted from the
GPE stress field but may be identified during the stress field boundary conditions inversion
(sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2). To obtain mantle densities in the no-slab model, we calculate the mantle
density required to achieve Airy isostatic compensation (i.e. topography is supported by lowdensity roots and spatially varying lithospheric mantle densities, and pressure is constant at depth
L) relative to a mid-ocean ridge column (e.g. Flesch et al., 2001). For the slab model, we use the
mantle densities from the first model but approximate the presence of the slab by replacing the
calculated mantle density with an estimated slab density in columns that contain earthquakes per
Sippl, Schurr, Yuan, et al. (2013) (Figure 2.3). We assume that the slab occupies the entire column
(1° × 1° horizontal dimensions) and is composed of 20% lower crustal material ( � =
3150 kg mGy ) and 80% mantle lithosphere (� = 3300 kg mGy ), which gives an effective slab
density of 3270 kg mGy (Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013; Tiwari et al., 2015). Therefore, in
the slab model, all columns are isostatically compensated except those containing the slab.
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Figure 2.3. North-south profiles showing lithospheric densities used in the GPE calculations.
Blue lines in inset show locations of profiles. Viewpoint is from the southeast. Black dots show
earthquake locations from the Sippl, Schurr, Yuan, et al. (2013) catalog. Crustal densities are
from Crust1.0 (Laske et al., 2013). Mantle densities were calculated in order to achieve Airy
isostatic compensation (a & b), with the exception of columns in (b) that contain earthquakes; in
those columns, the calculated mantle densities were replaced with a density of 3270 kg/m^3 in
order to approximate the presence of the subducting slab. Effected columns are outlined in black.
(See text for details.)
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Since the force balance equation (Equation 2.3) is underdetermined, solving it requires one of two
assumptions: either 1) an a priori rheology, or 2) minimum energy of the stress field. Flesch et al.
(2001) demonstrated that both assumptions yield stresses with similar magnitudes. Given that
rheology in the Pamir region is not well defined at the level of detail of our model, we choose to
solve for a stress field that minimizes energy.
2.5.2 Results
Figures 2.4a & 2.4b show the GPE magnitudes and vertically averaged deviatoric stress fields
associated with GPE for the no-slab and slab models. As in e.g. England and Molnar (1997a),
Flesch et al. (2001), and Ghosh et al. (2006), high topography is associated with high GPE
magnitudes (1.52 − 1.56 × 1e9 Pa) and tensional stress axes, and low topography is associated
with low GPE magnitudes (1.45 − 1.49 × 1e9 Pa) and compressional stress axes that are parallel
to the gradient in GPE and topography. In the slab model, grid areas that include the slab are
characterized by lower GPE magnitudes and lower deviatoric stress magnitudes compared to the
same regions in the no-slab model. In some grid areas affected by the slab, the style of stress has
changed from nearly isotropic tension to tension with minor compression.

Dynamic Model: Stress Field Boundary Conditions and Total Deviatoric Stress Field
Since GPS velocities show ongoing India-Eurasia convergence, it is unlikely that GPE is the only
contributor to the force balance. In this section, we solve for stress field boundary conditions,
which represent stresses other than GPE acting on the lithosphere, and calculate the total deviatoric
stress field.
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Figure 2.4. Dynamic model results. Principal deviatoric stress axes are downsampled for clarity.
(a) Results from GPE calculations that use the no slab density model (Figure 2.3a). Colors
represent absolute GPE magnitudes. Axes are principal deviatoric stresses associated with the
GPE field. Black represents compression and white represents tension. (b) Same as (a) except
GPE calculations use the slab density model (Figure 2.3b). (c) Results from stress field boundary
condition calculations for the no slab model. Blue axes represent compressional principal
deviatoric stress directions and red axes represent tensional principal deviatoric stress directions.
Green vectors represent India plate motion. (d) Same as (c) except calculations use the slab
model. (e) Results from the total deviatoric stress calculation for the no slab model (i.e. linear
sum of stress tensors in (a) and (c)). (f) Same as (e) except calculations use the slab model (i.e.
linear sum of stress tensors in (b) and (d))
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2.6.1 Methodology
After Flesch et al. (2001), we assume that the total deviatoric stress is the linear sum of the
deviatoric stress due to GPE (Figures 2.4a & 2.4b) and stress field boundary conditions:
 y

�̅ = �̅u + 5 5 �BC �BC
CH BH

Equation 2.5
where �̅ is the total, vertically averaged deviatoric stress, �u̅ is the vertically averaged deviatoric
stress associated with GPE (section 2.5), �BC are boundary condition scaling coefficients, and �BC
are

stress

field

basis

functions

(orthonormal

unit

vectors

with

rotations � =

(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) that represent motions along the grid boundaries, which elicit a stress
response in the interior of the grid). We solve for three basis functions at each node on the boundary
of our dynamic model grid (Figure 2.1c). The basis functions are scaled by coefficients �BC that
are determined in an iterative least squares inversion. We minimize the objective function
5 �−
J>

�̇ ∙ �̅
 ∆�
�
Equation 2.6

where � is the second invariant of the vertically averaged total deviatoric stress tensor, � is the
second invariant of the strain rate tensor, �̇ ∙ �̅ is the dot product of the strain rate tensor from the
kinematic model and the vertically averaged total deviatoric stress tensor, and ∆� is the grid area
(Flesch et al., 2007). In minimizing Equation 2.6, we minimize the misfit between the style of the
strain rate tensors from the kinematic model and the style of the total deviatoric stress tensors. (See
Equation 20 in Flesch et al. (2007) for details.) In other words, we invert for the scaling coefficients
(�BC ) such that the stress field boundary conditions, when added to the deviatoric stress field
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associated with GPE, yield a total deviatoric stress field which best matches (in style and direction)
the deformation predicted by our kinematic strain rate model (Figure 2.2d). (Note that the
magnitudes of the stress field boundary conditions and total deviatoric stresses are not absolute;
they are calibrated by the absolute magnitudes of the deviatoric stresses associated with GPE.)
Physically, the basis functions applied to the grid boundaries represent lateral plate motions, but
mathematically, the stress field boundary conditions represent any stresses that sum with the GPE
stresses to get a total stress field that matches the deformation indicators. We interpret the physical
processes represented by the stress field boundary conditions below.
2.6.2 Results
The stress field boundary conditions, which are nearly identical in the no-slab (Figure 2.4c) and
slab (Figure 2.4d) models, are characterized by predominantly north-south compression generally
aligned with India plate motion. (Stress styles in the Tarim basin are poorly constrained due to low
strain rate magnitudes (Figure 2.2c), so anomalous stress axes there are an artifact of the inversion.)
However, much like the strain rate axes in the kinematic model (Figure 2.2d), the compressional
stress axes deviate from the overall pattern of north-south compression near the PFTS; there, they
are oriented NNW-SSE, approximately normal to the fault trace.

Although we are technically applying stresses to the lateral boundaries of the grid in our stress
field boundary condition calculation, the boundary condition stresses are a mathematical construct
that represents stresses due to all forces other than gravitational body forces and therefore would
alias a contribution from any basal tractions. Large-scale tractions between the lithosphere and
asthenosphere would impart long-wavelength patterns in the stress field. Therefore, the only
potential candidate for large-scale basal tractions in our boundary condition stress field is N-S
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compression consistent with India-Eurasia convergence, visible over most of the model grid
(Figures 2.4c & 2.4d). Since India plate motion is at least partially driven by lithosphereasthenosphere coupling [Ghosh et al., 2006], the long-wavelength pattern in the boundary
condition stress field could represent stresses due to basal tractions. Determining the precise source
of the long-wavelength stress pattern is out of the scope of this study; the important result is that
it represents India-Eurasia convergence, either caused by slab-pull, basal tractions, or both.

We instead focus on the deviation from the long-wavelength pattern that occurs close to the PFTS.
The strong spatial correlation with the PFTS and lack of extensional deviatoric stress suggest that
the boundary condition stresses in this region are related to underthrusting at the arcuate
subduction interface and not basal tractions. Similar stress patterns are common in other
subduction zones where subduction initiated in oceanic lithosphere, such as the Himalaya (see
Figure 2.3 in Flesch et al. (2001)).

Figures 2.4e & 2.4f show the total, vertically averaged deviatoric stress fields for the no-slab and
slab models. Both solutions show north-south compression in most areas except for regions within
the high topography of the Pamir, where tensional stresses due to GPE cancel out some of the
compression. Approximately east-west tensional stresses are also predicted in the northern and
central Pamir. The model predicts nearly isotropic compression in the Tajik basin to the west of
the Pamir, where the kinematic velocity field shows rotation of velocities toward the basin. The
main differences between the no-slab and slab solutions are magnitudes of the compressional
deviatoric stresses within the northern and central Pamir; the no-slab solution has smaller
compressional stresses ( < 10 MPa) than the solution that includes the slab (~15-20 MPa).
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Extensional deviatoric stresses have approximately the same magnitudes in both models. Our total
stress field aligns well with the smoothed, maximum compressional horizontal stress axes in the
World Stress Map (Heidbach et al., 2010), which show a rotation in compressional stress axes
across the PFTS.
2.6.3 Misfit between strain rate and stress fields
We next evaluate how well our deviatoric stress fields match the deformation indicators in our
kinematic strain rate field by calculating misfit:
�=

1
�̇ ∙ τ
1−

2
��
Equation 2.7

where �̇ ∙ τ, �, and � are the same as defined in our Equation 2.6 (Flesch et al., 2007). A misfit of
0 represents a perfect alignment of direction and style between the total deviatoric stress axes and
strain rate axes, and a misfit of 1 represents a 180° misalignment.

Misfit fields are shown in Figure 2.5. Average misfits between the kinematic strain rate field and
deviatoric stress fields calculated over the areas shown in Figure 2.5 are as follows: GPE (no slab)
= 0.51, GPE (slab) = 0.51, stress field boundary conditions (no slab) = 0.27, stress field boundary
conditions (slab) = 0.27, total deviatoric stress (no slab) = 0.30, and total deviatoric stress (slab) =
0.31.

Overall, the stress field boundary conditions provide the best fit to the styles of deformation
predicted by the kinematic model when averaged over the areas shown in Figure 2.5, although
there are regions where the styles of deformation are best matched by deviatoric stress due to GPE.
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Figure 2.5. Misfit between the kinematic strain rate field (Figure 2.2d) and (a) deviatoric stress
field associated with GPE, no-slab model (Figure 2.4a), (b) deviatoric stress field associated with
GPE, slab model (Figure 2.4b), (c) stress field boundary conditions, no-slab model (Figure 2.4c),
(d) stress field boundary conditions, slab model (Figure 2.4d), (e) total deviatoric stress field, noslab model (Figure 2.4e), and (f) total deviatoric stress field, slab model (Figure 2.4f). Misfit
equal to 0 represents a perfect alignment between the two tensors, and misfit equal to 1
represents a 180° misalignment. Average misfits are calculated over the region shown.
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In some regions, the two sources of stress are complementary; where the deviatoric stresses
associated with GPE alone provide a good fit to the kinematic deformation indicators, the boundary
conditions provide a poor fit, and vice versa (Figure 2.5a-d). Notably, deformation styles in regions
along the Sarez-Karakul fault and Kongur Shan extensional system and areas of high topography
in northern and central Pamir are fit well (misfit close to 0) by the style of deviatoric stresses
associated with GPE, regardless of whether the slab was included in the GPE calculations. The
stress field boundary conditions, on the other hand, provide a better fit to areas along the PFTS
and Darvaz-Karakul fault, as well as regions outside the Pamir. Neither the GPE nor boundary
condition stress field misfits are affected by the inclusion of the slab in the GPE integral.

For the total deviatoric stress field (i.e. the linear sum of the deviatoric stress field associated with
GPE and stress field boundary conditions, Figure 2.5e & 2.5f), misfit increases from 0.50 to 0.51
when the slab is included. The total deviatoric stress field provides a good fit to the style of
deformation in most regions within the Pamir, except along the PFTS and in the south (36 - 37°
latitude). In both locations, the north-south compression in the stress field boundary conditions
was not able to overpower the large north-south tension calculated in the GPE deviatoric stress
field. It is possible that the poor fit in the south is due to poorly constrained kinematics – GPS and
Quaternary fault slip rate observations are sparse there (Figure 2.1b & 2.1c). Kinematics along the
PFTS, however, are well constrained. Other possible discrepancy sources include over-prediction
of north-south tensional stresses in the GPE stress field, perhaps due to discrepancies in the
Crust1.0 model, or under-prediction of north-south compressional stresses in the stress field
boundary conditions due to spatial variability constraints on stress magnitudes in the calculation.
Since the PFTS represents the surface trace of the subducting slab, misfit there may represent slab
effects not accounted for in our models.
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2.6.4 Ratio of GPE and boundary force contribution
Another way to analyze force balance is to calculate the ratio of the magnitudes of deviatoric
stresses associated with GPE to the magnitudes of the stress field boundary conditions [Finzel et
al., 2014]. (Recall that the magnitudes of the stress field boundary conditions are relative to the
absolute GPE magnitudes.)

Figure 2.6 shows the ratio of the deviatoric stress magnitudes associated with GPE to the stress
field boundary conditions for each grid area. The ratio is > 1 in areas where deviatoric stresses
associated with GPE are larger (green grid areas) and < 1 in areas where stress field boundary
conditions are larger (purple grid areas), and lighter colors mean that GPE and boundary condition
stresses contribute approximately equally.

The majority of the total deviatoric stress field is dominated by stress field boundary conditions.
Figure 2.6a, which uses the no-slab GPE model, shows an even contribution from GPE and
boundary conditions in the northern and central Pamir and the Tien Shan. In Figure 2.6b, however,
regions influenced by the subducting slab show a stronger contribution from boundary conditions
due to the decrease in GPE stress magnitude in grid areas that contain the slab (Figure 2.4b). The
only regions dominated by the deviatoric stress associated with GPE are 1) areas close to the
Kongur Shan extensional system, which supports the idea the east-west extension is gravity driven,
and 2) an arcuate region just north of the Main Karakorum Thrust. The latter corresponds to an
area where the model may overestimate magnitudes of deviatoric stress associated with GPE or
underestimate magnitudes of stress field boundary conditions, as discussed in section 2.6.3.
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Figure 2.6. Magnitude ratios of deviatoric stresses associated with GPE and stress field
boundary conditions. (Note that stress field boundary condition magnitudes are calculated
relative to absolute GPE deviatoric stress magnitudes.) Green colors indicate areas where the
deviatoric stresses associated with GPE are larger, and purple colors represent areas where the
stress field boundary conditions are larger. Lighter colors indicate areas where the GPE and
boundary conditions contribute equally to the total deviatoric stress field. (a) Ratio of deviatoric
stress magnitudes for the no-slab model (Figures 2.4a and 2.4c). (b) Ratio of deviatoric stress
magnitudes for the slab model (Figures 2.4b and 2.4d). (c) Ratio of deviatoric stress magnitudes
for the entire India-Eurasia collision zone using results from Flesch et al. (2001).
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Vertically Averaged Effective Viscosity
We next estimate a vertically averaged effective viscosity, �̅ , by taking the ratio of the magnitude
(second invariant) of the stress tensor (�) to the magnitude (second invariant) of the
strain rate tensor (�) for each grid area. For a Newtonian relationship between stress and strain
rate,
�̅da = ��
̅ da
̇
Equation 2.8
(e.g. Flesch et al., 2001, 2007). Since we assume minimum energy in our dynamic calculations,
we calculate minimum effective viscosities.

Vertically averaged effective viscosities in the Pamir range from < 1e21 Pa ∙ s to 5e22 Pa ∙ s
(Figure 2.7). As expected, the lowest effective viscosities coincide with areas of high strain rate
along major active faults (e.g. the PFTS, Main Mantle Thrust, Main Frontal Thrust, Kongur Shan
Extensional System, Chaman Fault, and Darvaz-Karakul fault) and the highest viscosities coincide
with rigidly deforming regions (e.g. the Tarim and Tajik Basins). High viscosity regions in the
western Pamir (just east of the Darvaz-Karakul fault) and southeastern Pamir (between the Kongur
Shan Extensional System and Main Mantle Thrust) are likely artifacts, as they coincide with gaps
in the GPS observations. Areas influenced by the presence of the subducting slab have slightly
higher effective viscosities compared to the same areas in the no-slab model. Our results are
comparable to those calculated by Flesch et al. (2001), who found effective viscosities in the Pamir
region of approximately 1-5e22 Pa ∙ s.
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Discussion
2.8.1 Force balance in the Pamir
The surface deformation field in the Pamir is controlled by deviatoric stresses associated with GPE
plus compressive stress field boundary conditions that we attribute to tectonic plate motions, as
discussed in section 2.6.2. This agrees with Flesch et al. (2001) and Ghosh et al. (2006), who found
that stresses associated with both GPE and boundary conditions explain deformation in the IndiaEurasia collision zone. Since the stress field boundary conditions indicate no east-west tension,
gravitational collapse accounts for all east-west extension in the deformation field (Burtman, 2013;
Rutte et al., 2017a, 2017b; Schurr et al., 2014; Stübner et al., 2013a, 2013b; Zubovich et al., 2016).
India-Eurasia convergence explains the north-south compression that dominates the stress field
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boundary conditions, but it cannot explain the rotation of principal deviatoric stress axes near the
PFTS. The strong spatial correlation suggests that the rotation is related to the geometry of
subduction.

Our slab and no-slab models probe the role of the subducting continental lithosphere in the force
balance. To a first order, the presence of subducting lithosphere in the upper 100 km does not
contribute to the overall force balance due to the fact that density contrasts within the thickened
crust are small. Thus, inclusion of the slab in the GPE integral has only second order effects on the
total deviatoric stress field (Figure 2.4), and in fact the model fit is slightly decreased when the
slab is included (section 2.6.3). The strong similarity between the slab and no-slab boundary
condition solutions (Figures 2.4c & 2.4d) further supports that the lateral density variations
introduced by the downgoing continental slab within the lithosphere do not affect the deformation
field at the surface; the rotation of principal stress axes in the boundary condition solution occurs
whether or not the slab is included in the GPE integral. Additionally, the stress field boundary
conditions show no evidence for horizontal basal tractions in the vicinity of the slab, suggesting
that mantle flow around the slab does not contribute to the force balance. Controls on the
deformation field caused by heat concentration due to mantle flow around the slab (e.g. Sobel et
al., 2013; Thiede et al., 2013) are inconsistent with our results due to the high effective viscosities
in the area. One explanation for the insensitivity to the slab presence in the models presented here
is that the force balance is dominated by processes only in the upper portions of the lithosphere,
as found by Klein et al. (2009) for the western United States. Although to a first order our force
balance calculations do not require the presence of the slab, our models may not fully capture
contributions from the negative buoyancy of the slab below 100 km. Slab pull could explain the
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lack of compression we see along the PFTS in the total deviatoric stress field (section 2.6.3, Figures
2.4e & 2.4f). However, more detailed models are needed to fully examine additional slab effects.

We propose instead that the geometry of the subduction interface at the surface plays a role in
controlling the deformation field. We observe large localized strain rates (≥ 100e-9/yr) as well as
compressional principal strain rate axes normal to the subduction interface – common
characteristics of trenches associated with downgoing oceanic lithosphere (Finzel et al., 2014; Holt,
Chamot-Rooke, et al., 2000; Kreemer et al., 2003, 2014; Mahadevan et al., 2010; Sobel et al.,
2013). The principal boundary condition stress axes show increased spatial variability near the
PFTS and rotate to be normal to the fault trace. Furthermore, the Pamir subduction zone fits the
observations of Mahadevan et al. (2010) for arcuate subduction zones globally: 1) highly arcuate
subduction interface geometries are associated with steep subduction angles, as delineated by
intermediate depth seismicity in the Pamir (e.g. Sippl, Schurr, Yuan, et al., 2013) (Figure 2.1a),
and 2) subduction zones are not diffuse – deformation associated with the PFTS is highly localized,
whereas diffuse deformation is caused by India-Eurasia convergence and GPE. These
characteristics are consistent with interpretation of the PFTS as a fully-developed free subduction
zone (sensu Mahadevan et al., 2010) despite its initiation in continental rather than oceanic
lithosphere.
2.8.2 Comparison with the Himalaya and Tibetan Plateau
Our model results show three lines of evidence that the Pamir is kinematically organized like the
Himalaya and Tibetan Plateau: 1) We see a signature of subduction along the PFTS, similar to the
Himalayan arc (e.g. Holt, Chamot-Rooke, et al., 2000), 2) as in Tibet, not all strain is localized;
some regions within the Pamir undergo diffuse deformation characterized by N-S compression
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with concomitant E-W extension, and 3) the velocity field exhibits an anticlockwise rotation of
velocities along the western Pamir boundary, mirroring the clockwise rotation of velocities around
the eastern syntaxis of the Himalayan collision zone.

Although the Pamir exhibits kinematic similarities with the Himalaya and Tibetan Plateau,
differences in length scale point to fundamental differences in effective lithospheric rheology. The
Pamir is approximately half the width (measured north-south) of the Tibetan Plateau, yet the
lithosphere supports a similar elevation (~4000 m average elevation for the Pamir and ~4500 m
average for Tibet). The Pamir, then, must be stiffer than the Tibetan Plateau, i.e. must have a
smaller Argand number (ratio of gravitational body forces to viscous forces) (Bendick & Flesch,
2007; England & McKenzie, 1982):
��ℎ
Ar =
��
Equation 2.9
where � is density, � is gravitational acceleration, ℎ is the thickness of the lithosphere, � is
viscosity, and � is the magnitude of convergence velocity.

We see evidence for a smaller Ar in our model results. First, there is less vorticity in the Pamir
velocity field compared to the eastern syntaxis of the collision zone, despite similar gradients in
GPE and topography (England & McKenzie, 1982; Holt, Chamot-Rooke, et al., 2000; Zhang et
al., 2004). Second, there is a higher proportion of localized strain in the Pamir. Whereas
approximately one third to one half of India-Eurasia convergence across Tibet is accommodated
by distributed deformation (Banerjee & Bürgmann, 2002; Bilham et al., 1997; Holt, Chamot-
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Rooke, et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2004), it accounts for only ~19% of India-Eurasia convergence
across the entire Pamir syntaxis (Table 2.1, line 1b).

Based on Equation 2.9, a smaller Ar should arise from either smaller GPE deviatoric stress
magnitudes or higher viscosities. However, GPE deviatoric stress magnitudes and effective
viscosities do not change significantly between the Pamir and Tibetan Plateau (Figure 2a & Plate
1a, both in Flesch et al. (2001) versus our Figure 2.4c-d & Figure 2.7, respectively). Instead, we
observe regional changes in the ratio of GPE deviatoric stress magnitudes to stress field boundary
condition magnitudes. We performed the same force balance ratio calculation as in section 2.6.4
using the results from Flesch et al. (2001) for the entire India-Eurasia collision zone and found that
deviatoric stresses associated with GPE contribute more to the total deviatoric stress field in Tibet,
but boundary conditions dominate the total deviatoric stress field in the Pamir (Figure 2.6). (There
is one major exception: as noted in section 2.6.4, GPE stresses dominate in an arcuate region just
north of the Main Karakorum Thrust. This area loosely corresponds to a mid-crustal zone of low
seismic velocity and high electrical conductivity (Sass et al., 2014; Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al.,
2013), similar to southern Tibet (Chen et al., 1996; Nelson et al., 1996). More information is
needed to determine whether the stress ratio similarity in these two areas is due to their similar
crustal structure. We have reason to believe that the force balance contribution of GPE may be
overestimated in this region of the Pamir model (section 2.6.3 – 2.6.4), but the parallels are
intriguing.)

Since the increased rigidity in the Pamir is not caused by a higher viscosity, we propose that it is
instead due to a structural difference between the Pamir and Tibet, the most apparent of which is
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the subvertical continental slab present beneath the Pamir. The slab is likely stiffened due to its
arcuate geometry (Mahadevan et al., 2010), much like a piece of paper standing on its edge is
stiffened and able to support weight when curved around the z-axis. Although the presence of the
strong slab in the deeper portion of the lithosphere does not play a role in the force balance
calculated here, as discussed above, it may support the Pamir’s high topography – especially if
incomplete eclogitization of the dry, Eurasian lower crust reduces the negative buoyancy of the
slab (Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013) – and cause the Pamir to deform more rigidly compared
to Tibet.
2.8.3 Assumptions
As with other thin sheet models, we average over an assumed lithospheric thickness (100 km) and
neglect any effects due to vertical strength heterogeneities. Since our dynamic model successfully
matches the deformation indicators in the kinematic model to a first order, calculations made under
this assumption appear to accurately capture the dynamics of the Pamir. However, vertical
heterogeneities may be important in the southern Pamir where our models have high misfit and
seismic studies predict partial melt in the middle crust (Sass et al., 2014; Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et
al., 2013). Three-dimensional modeling will help resolve the importance of vertical heterogeneities.

An advantage of our method over other kinematic models is that we do not impose purely elastic
(block-like) behavior, nor do we impose long-wavelength, smoothly varying deformation; instead,
the strain rate observations dictate where strain rates are distributed and localized. The kinematic
models presented here are constrained by geodetic and geologic data. We acknowledge that the
geodetic data represent the interseismic kinematics, however, Li et al. (2012) showed that geodetic
rates are good approximations of geologic rates in the Pamir and Tien Shan up to ~1 Ma. Since
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the last tectonic reorganization, at least in the eastern Pamir, took place before the Quaternary
(Robinson, 2009a), we feel that it is reasonable to assume that GPS velocities represent kinematic
motions over this timescale. We are careful in our interpretations where the model is not well
constrained (i.e. data are scarce or have high error; Figure 2.2). We have attempted to include all
known major, active faults within the Pamir. However, many of our fault traces are simplified, and
fault slip rate information is often based on only one or two geodetic or geologic offset
measurements. It is possible that an active structure or along-strike variation in slip rate is not
captured in our kinematic model.

In our dynamic model calculations, we calculate GPE using crustal densities derived from seismic
data (Crust1.0) and calculate mantle densities under the assumption of Airy isostatic compensation,
except in grid areas where we have approximated the presence of the slab. Further study is needed
to investigate how other compensation styles affect the GPE solution. We do not assume a
lithospheric rheology; instead, we calculate deviatoric stress fields assuming minimum energy,
and then use the results to calculate vertically averaged viscosities. Our stress field boundary
condition calculation assumes an isotropic relationship between stress and strain rate. This
assumption may not hold in areas dominated by large-scale strike-slip faulting (e.g. San Andreas
Fault Zone (Flesch et al., 2007)), but should hold in the Pamir. The stress field boundary conditions
are a mathematical construct representing all stresses other than GPE acting on the lithosphere,
and thus the corresponding tectonic processes are subject to interpretation. Short wavelength
processes may be aliased into the boundary condition stresses, but here we seek only to
characterize the major processes contributing to the surface deformation field.
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Conclusions
Our results show that the Pamir is kinematically organized like the Himalaya and Tibetan Plateau.
Similarities to Tibet include north-south compressional strain rates with simultaneous east-west
extension and rotation of velocities around the western syntaxis. Large compressional strain rate
and stress principal axes normal to the subduction interface (PFTS) are more characteristic of the
Himalaya and other subduction zones where subduction initiated in oceanic lithosphere.

The force balance in the Pamir is a combination of stresses caused by gravitational potential energy
and India-Eurasia convergence accommodated at the PFTS. East-west extension in the Pamir can
be entirely explained by gravitational collapse. The geometry of the subduction interface controls
the orientation of compressional principal strain rate and stress axes and localizes deformation, but
to a first order the presence of the slab in the density structure of the upper 100 km appears to have
little effect on the force balance. This may indicate that the force balance is only sensitive to the
upper sections of the lithosphere. However, underestimation of north-south compressional stresses
along the PFTS in the total deviatoric stress field may indicate that deeper slab dynamics are
important there; more detailed work is needed. Ratios of gravitational potential energy stress
magnitudes to boundary condition stress magnitudes indicate that force balance in the Pamir has a
greater contribution from boundary condition stresses, whereas force balance in Tibet has a greater
contribution from gravitational potential energy stresses. This observation, along with the fact that
the Pamir supports similar elevations as Tibet over half the length scale and exhibits less vorticity
in the velocity field, signifies a lower Argand number (more rigid lithosphere) in the Pamir. Just
as a piece of paper curved around the z-axis is geometrically stiffened, the higher rigidity of the
Pamir may be related to the presence of the highly arcuate, geometrically stiffened subducting slab.
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3. KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS OF THE PAMIR, CENTRAL ASIA:
QUANTIFYING THE ROLES OF CONTINENTAL SUBDUCTION IN
FORCE BALANCE

The original version of this work is in press as:
Jay, C. N., Flesch, L. M., & Bendick, R. (in press). Kinematics and dynamics of the Pamir, Central
Asia: Quantifying the roles of continental subduction in force balance. Journal of Geophysical
Research: Solid Earth.

Abstract
An updated kinematic model constrained by GPS observations and fault slip rate information
from the Central Asia Fault Database provides updated modeled slip rates for major faults in the
Pamir. The kinematic model constrains thin sheet continuum mechanics models that distinguish
the contributions of subducting continental lithosphere to force balance. Dynamic model
sensitivity tests show that major features of the force balance results are insensitive to chosen
lithospheric compensation style, integration depth, and inclusion of subducting low-density
continental lithosphere in the upper 100 km. Forward models incorporate deviatoric stresses
associated with gravitational potential energy (GPE), velocity boundary conditions, and lateral
strength variations. Differential strain rate fields, which represent residual forces not accounted
for in the forward models, separate and quantify the deformation associated with the Pamir slab.
The downward pull of foundering lithosphere augments compression along the Pamir Frontal
Thrust System and shear along the eastern and western Pamir boundaries. North-south extension
in the residual differential strain rate field is spatially associated with Pamir gneiss domes and
may be related to interaction of the slab with the mantle. We do not find evidence for slab pull
associated with a separate Hindu Kush slab.
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Introduction
The Pamir orogen (Figure 3.1), located west of the Tibetan Plateau and south of the Tien Shan, is
a rare example of active, intracontinental subduction. Understanding force balance in such a
complex region requires dense observations of the deformation tensor and information relating to
lithospheric rheology variations. Early thin sheet continuum mechanics models of continental
lithosphere (e.g. England et al., 1985; England & Houseman, 1986, 1988, 1989; England &
McKenzie, 1982; England & Molnar, 1997b; Houseman & England, 1986) successfully generated
major deformational features of the India-Eurasia collision zone assuming a priori rheologies.
Taking the next step in thin-sheet methodology, Flesch et al. (2001) calculated force balance and
a vertically averaged viscosity distribution for the area by dividing the deviatoric stress magnitude
by the strain rate magnitude, thus avoiding a priori rheology assumptions. Following Flesch et
al.’s methods, recent thin sheet inverse models by Jay et al. (2017) produced a detailed, vertically
averaged viscosity field for the Pamir region and demonstrated that both gravitational potential
energy (GPE) variations and India-Eurasia convergence contribute to force balance. However, the
models did not explicitly isolate forces related to subducting continental lithosphere, which were
aliased into boundary conditions in these models. Negative slab buoyancy plays a major role in
force balance in subduction zones where the downgoing plate is oceanic (Forsyth & Uyeda, 1975).
Active subduction in the Pamir offers a unique opportunity to examine subduction-related forces
where the downgoing slab has a complex, continental density structure.

In this study, we use standard continuum mechanics forward model techniques (Flesch et al., 2001)
to analyze force balance in the Pamir and specifically investigate the role of continental subduction.
We advance beyond the work of Jay et al. (2017) by: (1) improving the accuracy of our kinematic
model through incorporation of a new fault database (Mohadjer et al., 2016); (2) explicitly testing
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Figure 3.1. (a) Summary of location, model set-up, and constraints. Kinematic model grid is
represented by black boxes. Dynamic model grid includes the red boxes. India rigidly rotates
(red vectors; Kreemer et al., 2003) with respect to stable Eurasia (black dots). Green and yellow
vectors represent GPS observations in a Eurasia-fixed reference frame with 2� error ellipses.
Fault traces are from the Central Asia Fault Database (Mohadjer et al., 2016). CF = Chaman
Fault, DKF = Darvaz-Karakul Fault, KF = Karakorum Fault, KSES = Kongur Shan Extensional
System, KxF = Karakax Fault, MFT = Main Frontal Thrust, PFTS = Pamir Frontal Thrust
System, RHFS = Reshun-Hunza Fault System, TFF = Talas Ferghana Fault. (b) Location of
model grid (black box) and location of Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.5-3.8 (red box). Circles are earthquake
locations for Mw > 5.0 for 1/1/1976 – 12/1/2014 from the Global CMT Catalog (Dziewonski et
al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012).
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assumptions about density structure and compensation of the lithosphere; and (3) predicting
dynamic velocities, which allows for the identification of the surface velocity and strain rate fields
associated with the subducting continental lithosphere separate from a priori velocity boundary
conditions. We find that pull from the subducting Pamir slab is an important contributor to force
balance at the Pamir Frontal Thrust System that adds compression at the subduction interface and
shear at the Pamir boundaries. We find little evidence for slab-related deformation at the Hindu
Kush subduction interface.

Tectonic background
Pamir deformation extends ~1000 km north of the Himalayas (Figure 3.1). Convergence partially
localizes along the Pamir Frontal Thrust System (Ischuk et al., 2013; Jay et al., 2017; Mohadjer et
al., 2010; Zubovich et al., 2010), which acts as the dominant tectonic boundary accommodating
India-Eurasia convergence west of the western termination of the Himalaya. A seismic anomaly
interpreted as subducting continental lithosphere (e.g. Burtman & Molnar, 1993; Roecker, 1982;
Schneider et al., 2013; Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013) dips steeply to the north beneath the
Hindu Kush and steeply to the south beneath the Pamir (e.g. Kufner et al., 2016; Pegler & Das,
1998; Sippl, Schurr, Yuan, et al., 2013). Recent seismic evidence (Kufner et al., 2016) points to
Indian and Asian origins for Hindu Kush and Pamir slabs, respectively, although the tomographic
and structural evidence for a Pamir slab is stronger than for a separate Hindu Kush slab. Geodetic
velocity observations throughout the Pamir and surrounding regions indicate distributed northsouth compression, east-west extension, and gravitational collapse to the west (Ischuk et al., 2013;
Jay et al., 2017; Mohadjer et al., 2010; Zubovich et al., 2010). Pamir deformation, therefore, is
analogous to the kinematics of the Himalayan arc and Tibetan Plateau despite opposite subduction
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polarities, a smaller length scale, and subduction initiation in continental versus oceanic
lithosphere (Jay et al., 2017).

Seismic tomography and thermomechanical modeling for the Pamir slab suggest that upper and
middle continental crust subduct only to 80-100 km depth (Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013).
Below 100 km the Pamir slab is likely composed only of lower crust and mantle lithosphere and
is therefore more negatively buoyant (Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013). A vertical tear in the
Pamir slab extends from ~200 – 400 km depth (Kufner et al., 2016). Focal mechanisms show that
the slab is in down-dip compression beneath the eastern and western Pamir and along-strike
tension beneath the central Pamir (Bai & Zhang, 2015; Kufner et al., 2016; Pegler & Das, 1998).
Sobel et al. (2013) estimate that subduction of the Eurasian slab initiated c. 25 Ma and is related
to breakoff of the northward dipping Indian slab. Kufner et al. (2016) suggest that subduction of
Eurasian lithosphere beneath the Pamir initiated < 10 Ma due to loading when India collided with
already thickened Eurasia. In their scenario, along-strike tension and tearing of the slab are results
of rollback of the arcuate slab, and continued rollback is potentially driven by negative buoyancy
related to eclogitization (Kufner et al., 2016; Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013).

In contrast, the nominal Hindu Kush slab is in down-dip tension and significantly thinned between
~100-300 km depth (Kufner et al., 2016; Zhan & Kanamori, 2016) perhaps due to a process of
detaching (Kufner et al., 2017). Structural evidence for subduction of Indian lithosphere at the
Hindu Kush is weaker than evidence for Pamir subduction, and some authors have interpreted the
Hindu Kush seismic anomaly and deep seismicity as part of the Pamir slab (e.g. Pegler & Das,
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1998; Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013) or as a negatively buoyant lithospheric “blob” not well
connected to the crust (e.g. Prieto et al., 2012).

Updated kinematic model
3.4.1 Methods
Our kinematic model represents Quaternary surface deformation. We solve for a continuous
velocity field,
u = r[W(x0) × x0]
Equation 3.1
where u is horizontal velocity, r is radius of the Earth, x0 is the vector of direction cosines for each
point on the Earth’s surface, and W(x0) is the vector rotation function (e.g. Haines et al., 1998; Holt,
Chamot-Rooke, et al., 2000). We calculate W(x0) through a joint least-squares inversion of GPS
velocities and strain rates from Quaternary fault slip rates:
@
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Equation 3.2
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where �;;̇9;: and ;;
�̇9:;
are the modeled and observed average strain rate components for each grid

area, respectively; �O9 and �O9 <=> are the modeled and observed velocities, respectively; �BC,EF is the
strain rate variance-covariance operator; and �B,C is the velocity variance-covariance operator (e.g.
Haines et al., 1998; Haines & Holt, 1993; Holt, Chamot-Rooke, et al., 2000; Holt, Shen-Tu, et al.,
2000). See Jay et al. (2017) for a more thorough explanation of kinematic model methods.
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Our model is constrained by 1) differential motion between rigid India and stable Eurasia (defined
by a rotation pole from Kreemer et al., 2003), 2) interseismic GPS velocities (Ischuk et al., 2013;
Zubovich et al., 2010) (Figure 3.1), 3) fault slip rates and styles (Mohadjer et al., 2016), and 4)
strain compatibility and bicubic spline interpolation constraints (e.g. Haines et al., 1998; Haines &
Holt, 1993; Holt et al., 1991; Holt, Chamot-Rooke, et al., 2000; Holt, Shen-Tu, et al., 2000). We
produce continuous strain rate and velocity fields that form the basis for force balance
investigations (section 3.5) and provide velocity boundary conditions for forward models (section
3.6).

We improve on the kinematic model by Jay et al. (2017) by incorporating a more detailed fault
trace and

slip rate database:

Central Asia Fault

Database (CAFD; available at

https://esdynamics.geo.uni-tuebingen.de/faults/) (Mohadjer et al., 2016). The model weights
geodetically-derived slip rates higher due to larger uncertainty in geologically estimated slip rates
(Mohadjer et al., 2017), but geologic estimates provide a priori information on style and upper and
lower slip rate bounds. For faults with unknown slip rates, we chose a lower default slip rate (1 ±
1 mm/yr) than previously due to the higher spatial detail of the fault traces, and the fact that many
faults with unknown slip rates are short and unlikely to localize significant deformation. Whereas
faults primarily constrain the style of deformation in our kinematic model, GPS velocities
constrain both the style and magnitude of deformation. Interseismic GPS velocities represent longterm surface motions with respect to Eurasia. They are derived from 16 years (1994 – 2010;
Zubovich et al., 2010) and 6 years (2005 – 2011; Ischuk et al., 2013) of campaign and continuous
station data. We focus our analysis on regions well constrained by GPS velocities and/or fault slip
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rate observations with low uncertainty. We therefore limit subsequent figures to the main Pamir
region (red box, Figure 3.1b), and we note below where poor constraints affect our analysis.
3.4.2 Velocity and strain rate fields
The kinematic strain rate and velocity fields show significant strain localization (> 100e-9/yr)
across the Pamir Frontal Thrust System, Darvaz-Karakul Fault, Chaman Fault, and Main Frontal
Thrust (Figure 3.2). The misfit per degree of freedom is 1.19 and the weighted root mean square
misfit with the GPS velocities,
�
���� = 
�−1

∑

(� − � )
�
1
∑ 
�
Equation 3.3

(e.g. Stamps et al., 2014) is 0.59 mm/yr. In Equation 3.3, � is the number of velocities, � are the
observed GPS velocities, � are the modeled kinematic velocities, and � is the GPS velocity
uncertainty.

We confirm the results of our previous kinematic model (Jay et al., 2017).

North-south

compression and concomitant east-west extension characterize strain rate patterns within most of
the high topography of the Pamir, and velocities rotate to the west along the Pamir western
boundary. North-south extension (line 1b, Figure 3.2) is small (0.2 mm/yr) compared to total northsouth convergence (18.4 mm/yr; line 1, Figure 3.2; Table 3.1). Modeled east-west extension across
the Pamir (line 2b, Figure 3.2) is 3.5 mm/yr (Table 3.1). The primary difference in the updated
kinematic model is that compressional strain rate magnitudes along the Pamir Frontal Thrust
System are higher than in the previous version (Jay et al., 2017). In both the updated and previous
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Figure 3.2. Kinematic strain rate field calculated through a joint inversion of India-Eurasia plate
motion, GPS observations, and fault slip rate observations. (a) Principal strain rate axes. Blue
and red vectors represent compressional and extensional principal strain rates, respectively.
Shortening and extension rates across lines 1 and 2 are reported in Table 3.1. (b) Velocity field in
a Eurasia-fixed reference frame. Modeled velocities are blue vectors and GPS velocities are
yellow and green vectors (see Figure 3.1). Ellipses represent 95% confidence.
models, the greatest strain rate magnitudes (second invariant of strain rate tensor) occur along the
Pamir Frontal Thrust System.
3.4.3 Modeled fault slip rates
To calculate modeled slip rates, we compared modeled velocities across areas of localized high
strain rate surrounding major faults. The difference in velocity across the fault gives the direction
and magnitude of the fault slip rate. Here, we report average slip rates for the length of the fault.
Results are summarized in Table 3.2. Modeled slip rates are relatively high along the Pamir Frontal
Thrust System and low along the Karakorum Fault, regardless of input slip rate. Despite relatively
high strain rate magnitudes along the Karakax Fault and southern parts of the Talas Ferghana Fault
(Figure 3.2a), modeled slip rates are low: ~3.5 mm/yr and ~1.8 mm/yr, respectively. We found a
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Table 3.1. Shortening and extension rates across transects shown in Figure 3.2.
Transect
1a
1b
1c
1a + 1b + 1c
India to Eurasia at 73°E
2a
2b

Rate
(mm/yr)
14.4
0.2
4.2
18.4
30.1
3.7
3.5

Style
N-S compression
N-S extension
N-S compression
N-S compression
N-S compression
E-W compression
E-W extension

% Total N-S INEU convergence
48%
-14%
61%
100%
---

Table 3.2. Modeled slip rates. Input slip rates used in our preferred kinematic model are marked
with an asterisk. Preferred slip rates were chosen based on geodetic and/or geologic estimates
reported in CAFD (Mohadjer et al., 2016) and to fit modeled velocities to GPS velocities.
Fault name
Pamir
Frontal
Thrust System

Karakorum Fault

Karakax Fault

Northern
Chaman Fault
(includes
portions
of
Gardiz & Mokur
Faults)

Input slip rate (min- Modeled
expected-max mm/yr) average slip
rate (mm/yr)
0–3–5
12.3
0 – 5 – 10
13.0
0 – 12.5 – 15
14.8
5 – 12.5 – 15*
16.5
10 – 12.5 – 15
14.1
0 – 17 – 20
18.5
15 – 17 – 20
13.8
0 – 20 – 30
15.8
15 – 25 – 30
0 – 0 – 11
0.4
0 – 1 – 11*
0.9
0 – 3 – 11
1.9
0 – 3 – 15
2.2
4 – 10 – 35
2.8
0 – 0 – 10
0.6
0 – 1 – 10
1.5
0 – 5 – 10*
3.5
0 – 7 – 10
4.4
4 – 7 – 10
4.6
0–1–2
3.3
0 – 6 – 12
5.6
5 – 6.1 – 7.2
5.9
5.4 – 16 – 19.5*
8.6
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trade-off between the slip rate along the Karakax Fault and strain rate within the Tarim Basin; the
higher the Karakax slip rate, the greater the rigidity of the Tarim Basin. Our modeled slip rate
along the northern Chaman Fault agrees with Fattahi & Amelung (2016) (6.1±1.1 mm/yr; based
on InSAR), but not Szeliga et al. (2012) (16.8±2.7 mm/yr; also based on InSAR). It also agrees
with Barnhart's (2017) InSAR-derived estimate of 7 – 9 mm/yr just to the south of our model at
30.4 – 30.6°N latitude.

The sensitivity of modeled slip rates to input slip rates depends largely on the spatial distribution
of GPS velocities and regional kinematics. In regions where surface motion is well constrained
by GPS, modeled slip rates are mostly dictated by GPS velocity gradients and are insensitive to
input slip rates (e.g. Pamir Frontal Thrust System, South Talas Ferghana Fault). For major faults
with slip rates that are less well constrained by GPS, modeled slip rates are determined by regional
kinematics. Therefore, invariably low modeled slip rates along the Karakorum Fault, Karakax
Fault, and Chaman Fault indicate that low slip rates (Barnhart, 2017; England & Molnar, 1997b;
Fattahi & Amelung, 2016; Jade et al., 2004; Robinson, 2009a, 2009b; Shen et al., 2001; Wright et
al., 2004) are necessitated by regional kinematics (Table 3.2).

Inverse dynamic models: Body forces, boundary stresses, and viscosity fields
In order to obtain robust results regarding the role of subduction in the Pamir, it is important to
first understand how uncertainties associated with the lithospheric density structure affect model
results. To that end, we next investigate the effects of various compensation styles and integration
depths on force balance in the Pamir, building on Jay et al. (2017). We first calculate vertically
averaged deviatoric stress fields associated with gravitational potential energy (GPE, or body
forces), then invert for stress field boundary conditions and total deviatoric stress fields, and finally
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calculate initial estimates of vertically averaged effective viscosity fields. Body forces and initial
viscosities are used as forward model inputs in section 3.6 below.
3.5.1 Methods
To calculate the deviatoric stress field associated with GPE, we solve the vertically averaged force
balance equations
�
��;gg
M�̅da + �da �̅ff P =
��a
��d
Equation 3.4
where �̅da is the vertically averaged, horizontal deviatoric stress tensor; �ff
̅ = �̅hh + �ii
̅ = −�̅gg ;
�da is the Kronecker delta; �;gg is the vertically averaged vertical stress, or GPE (see Equation
3.5); and � and � represent summation over � and � (e.g. Flesch et al., 2001, 2007). Equation 3.4
states that lateral variations in vertical stress are balanced by lateral variations in horizontal
deviatoric stress. Mathematically, vertically averaged vertical stress is
�;gg

g
1 w
= − n on �� r �d� r v d�
� u
u

Equation 3.5
where � is the compensation depth, ℎ (= �) is the lithospheric thickness, � is density, � is depth,
and � is gravitational acceleration (e.g. Flesch et al., 2001, 2007).

We test three compensation styles, which we refer to as “compensated”, “uncompensated”, and
“Crust1.0”. For compensated models, we use crustal densities from Crust1.0 (Laske et al., 2013)
and calculate mantle densities such that each column exerts equal pressure at 100 km depth relative
to a mid ocean ridge column. For uncompensated models, crustal densities are from Crust1.0 and
mantle densities are uniformly 3300 kg mGy . For Crust1.0 models, both crustal and mantle
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densities are from Crust1.0. For each of the three compensation styles, we test two cases: 1) “slab”,
in which mantle lithosphere portions of columns that include intermediate-depth earthquakes
(Sippl, Schurr, Yuan, et al., 2013) are assigned an effective slab density of 3270 kg mGy (Sippl,
Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013; Tiwari et al., 2015), and 2) “no slab”, in which mantle lithosphere is
unmodified. In the compensated, slab model, the crust is compensated everywhere except in grid
areas that contain the slab. Note that our model base is at or above 100 km depth, depending on
integration depth, so the slab models in this section only capture dynamic effects of the uppermost
portions of subducting lithosphere, where the slab is less dense.

To test the effects of integration depth (equivalent to compensation depth and lithospheric
thickness) we vary � and ℎ in Equation 3.5 (e.g. Klein et al., 2009). For simplicity we perform
these calculations only for the Crust1.0, no slab model.

For each GPE model, once we calculate a vertically averaged deviatoric stress field associated
with GPE, we follow the methods of e.g. Flesch et al. (2001) to invert for a stress field boundary
condition. We minimize
5 (�� − ��)∆�


Equation 3.6
where � is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor, � is the second invariant of the total
deviatoric stress tensor, and �� is the component-by-component product of the strain rate and total
deviatoric stress tensors (Flesch et al., 2001). The stress field boundary condition is calculated
such that, when summed linearly with the GPE deviatoric stress field, the direction and style of
the total deviatoric stresses minimizes misfit with the direction and style of kinematic strain rates.
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Since our kinematic model includes regions where strain rate magnitudes are low and strain rate
styles are poorly constrained (e.g. the Tarim Basin) the fit to match style of strain rates is weighted
by observed strain rate magnitudes. We calibrate magnitudes of stress field boundary conditions
(second invariant of deviatoric stress tensor) by the GPE deviatoric stress magnitudes, and we also
make a minimum energy assumption (Flesch et al., 2001). By minimizing the misfit between
styles of kinematic strain rate axes and styles of total deviatoric stress axes, we assume an isotropic
relationship between stress and strain rate. This assumption is reasonable for the Pamir region
since the deformation field is not dominated by shear on major strike slip faults. The vertically
averaged total deviatoric stress field is the linear sum of deviatoric stresses associated with GPE
and stress field boundary conditions.

For each model, we calculate an initial estimate of a vertically averaged viscosity field using the
Newtonian stress-strain rate relationship
�̅da = ��
̅ da
̇
Equation 3.7
where �̅da is the vertically averaged total deviatoric stress tensor, �̅ is the vertically averaged
effective viscosity, and �̇da is the kinematic strain rate tensor (e.g. Flesch et al., 2001, 2007). For
each grid area, we estimate a viscosity magnitude by dividing the magnitude (second invariant) of
the total deviatoric stress tensor by the magnitude (second invariant) of the kinematic strain rate
tensor. These are minimum effective viscosities since we assume minimum energy in the total
deviatoric stress calculation.
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3.5.2 Results
GPE model results are shown in Figure 3.3. Compensated models are the same as those presented
in Jay et al. (2017); we present them again here for completeness. In all cases, high topography is
associated with high GPE magnitudes and tension, and low topography is associated with low GPE
magnitudes and compression. Overall, GPE magnitudes are highest for compensated models and
lowest for uncompensated models, with ~5-10 MPa stress differences in regions e.g. along the
Tien Shan, Kongur Shan Extensional System, and Reshun-Hunza Fault System. For all GPE
models, inclusion of the slab results in a rotation of compressional deviatoric stress directions and
decrease in magnitude of deviatoric stresses in grid areas that contain the slab (Figure 3.3), though
differences are small. The greatest differences between the slab and no-slab cases occurs in the
compensated models, in which tensional stress magnitudes decrease by up to 10 MPa in slab
columns. (See Jay et al. (2017) for more details.) The slab and no-slab cases are nearly identical
for the uncompensated and Crust1.0 models. For both Crust1.0 models, GPE magnitudes are
relatively low in areas near the slab. This illustrates that the Crust1.0 density model already
includes, at least partially, slab-related low densities in the lithospheric mantle. Among the no-slab
cases, orientations of principal deviatoric stresses are most similar between the compensated and
uncompensated models.

Among the slab cases, orientations are most similar between the

compensated and Crust1.0 models. These experiments highlight uncertainties in the calculations
for the vertically averaged deviatoric stress field.

To illustrate the effects of varying the integration depth, we plot profiles of lateral variations in
GPE magnitude across the Pamir (Figure 3.4). Since lateral variations in GPE drive horizontal
deviatoric stresses, we are mostly interested in changes in shape of the profiles in Figure 3.4 with
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Figure 3.3. GPE magnitudes (background colors) and associated principal deviatoric stresses
(white and black axes; downsampled for clarity). White and black axes represent tension and
compression, respectively. (a, b) Compensated no slab and slab models. Mantle densities in the
density integral are calculated assuming Airy isostatic compensation relative to a mid-ocean
ridge column. (c, d) Uncompensated no slab and slab models. Mantle densities are uniformly
3300 kg mGy . (e, f) Crust1.0 no slab and slab models. Mantle densities are from Crust1.0. In all
models, crustal densities are from Crust1.0. In slab models, mantle in columns outlined in black
are assigned an effective slab density of 3270 kg mGy .
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Figure 3.4. GPE magnitude profiles for Crust1.0, no slab models with varying integration
depths. (a) GPE magnitudes along an east-west profile at 37.5ºN. (b) GPE magnitudes along a
north-south profile at 73.5ºE. Vertical lines mark changes in slope of the profile curve. To a first
order, horizontal patterns in modeled deviatoric stresses are insensitive to changes in integration
depth, though integration depth does affect deviatoric stress magnitude.
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changing integration depth, not vertical translations related to changes in overall magnitude. The
relatively uniform shape of the profiles shows that to a first order, patterns in horizontal deviatoric
stresses are insensitive to the chosen depth of integration, which is confirmed by relatively uniform
misfit statistics (Table 3.3; see Equation 3.8 below). Note that the misfit statistic only accounts for
differences in orientation, not magnitude, between principal strain rates and principal deviatoric
stresses. The fact that shallow integration depths capture first order characteristics of the GPE
results implies that topography plays an important role in GPE in this region. Deeper integration
depths yield larger magnitude deviatoric stresses in both the GPE results and the stress field
boundary condition/total deviatoric stress results (which are calibrated by absolute GPE
magnitudes). The profiles show that second order variations are largely captured at ~85 km
integration depth; integrating deeper only increases magnitude. Insensitivity to integration depth
agrees with results from a similar test by Klein et al. (2009) for western North America. Whereas
viscosity magnitudes progressively increase with decreasing integration depth (3. 3), reflecting
increased rigidity in shallower layers, overall patterns in effective viscosity remain unchanged.
Viscosity fields for all integration depths in Table 3.3 are included in Supplementary Figure B1.
In keeping with methods of other models in this region (e.g. Flesch et al., 2001; Warners-Ruckstuhl
et al., 2010, 2012, 2013), the remainder of results presented here assume a 100-km integration
depth.

For all models, stress field boundary conditions are dominated by north-south compression. Jay et
al. (2017) found that near the Pamir Frontal Thrust System, principal compressional stress axes
rotate counterclockwise to be normal to the fault strike in models where the lithosphere is
isostatically compensated. In this analysis, we get the same result regardless of compensation style
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or inclusion of the slab (Figure 3.5a, c, e). Average magnitudes of stress field boundary condition
principal axes are lowest (23 MPa) and highest (30 MPa) in the compensated and uncompensated
models, respectively. Orientations of principal axes are the same. In the Crust1.0 case, principal
stress axes near the Pamir Frontal Thrust System exhibit a slightly larger clockwise rotation than
other models, and stress magnitudes are intermediate.

Table 3.3. Summary of average misfits, viscosities, and WRMS statistics. Misfits and viscosities
are averaged over the area shown in Figure 3.6. Zero misfit represents a perfect fit, and one
represents a complete misfit. WRMS is calculated for the entire model grid (Figure 3.1) using
Equation 3.3.
Model

Average
initial
viscosity
( e21 Pa ∙
s)

Average
final
viscosity
( e21 Pa ∙
s)

Average
misfit
(kinematic
and
dynamic
strain rates)

WRMS
(mm/yr;
GPS and
dynamic
velocities)

Compensated, no slab

Average
misfit
(kinematic
strain rates
and total
deviatoric
stresses)
0.295

44.3

53.5

0.218

1.5

Compensated, slab

0.304

43.5

52.5

0.227

1.5

Uncompensated, no slab

0.297

57.3

68.9

0.218

1.5

Uncompensated, slab

0.299

56.9

68.6

0.219

1.5

Crust1.0, no slab
(100
km
integration
depth)
Crust1.0, slab
Crust1.0, no slab:
80 km integration depth
60 km integration depth
40 km integration depth
30 km integration depth
20 km integration depth
10 km integration depth
1 km integration depth

0.291

54.6

68.0

0.217

1.4

0.295

53.8

65.2

0.219

1.4

0.293
0.296
0.299
0.299
0.295
0.299
0.305

59.4
69.0
78.6
81.3
84.9
93.5
252
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Figure 3.5b, d, f show total deviatoric stress fields. As with the deviatoric stresses associated with
GPE, the biggest difference between the no-slab and slab cases occurs with compensated models.
Principal axes of total deviatoric stresses within the Pamir show ~north-south compression and
east-west tension, except for a band of tensional stresses ~36-37° N that may be associated with a
region where GPE is overestimated (Jay et al., 2017). We calculate the misfit between the
kinematic strain rate field and total deviatoric stress field:
�=

1
�̇ ∙ �
1−

2
��
Equation 3.8

where �̇ is the strain rate tensor, � is the deviatoric stress tensor, � is the second invariant of the
strain rate tensor, and � is the second invariant of the stress tensor. Misfit is reported as an average
in Table 3.3 and shown for each grid area in Figure 3.6a and Supplementary Figures B2-4. Misfit
of 0 represents a perfect fit, and misfit of 1 represents a total misfit. For all models, average misfits
are within 3% of 0.3. Model fit decreases slightly but systematically when the slab is included in
the density structure of the upper 100 km (Table 3.3): 3% for compensated models, 1.4% for
Crust1.0 models, and 0.7% for uncompensated models. All misfit fields show similar patterns, so
we show only a representative misfit field (compensated, no slab case) in Figure 3.6a; all other
misfit fields are included in Supplementary Figure B2. Misfit fields between 1) kinematic strain
rates and deviatoric stresses associated with GPE and 2) kinematic strain rates and stress field
boundary conditions and are also provided in Supplementary Figures 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.

In all cases, the lowest estimates of initial vertically averaged effective viscosity occur along major
faults such as the Pamir Frontal Thrust System, where viscosity is < 5eu Pa ∙ s. A representative
initial viscosity field is presented in Figure 3.6c; all remaining initial viscosity fields are provided
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Figure 3.5. (a, c, e) Stress field boundary conditions for compensated, uncompensated, and
Crust1.0 models, respectively. Stress field boundary conditions represent stresses due to IndiaEurasia convergence and surface stresses associated with the subducting continental slab. (b, d, f)
Initial total deviatoric stress fields for compensated, uncompensated, and Crust1.0 models,
respectively. Total deviatoric stress is the linear sum of the stress field boundary condition tensor
(a, c, e) and deviatoric stress tensor associated with GPE (Figure 3.3). For no slab models, blue
axes represent compression and red axes represent tension. For slab models, green axes represent
compression and yellow axes represent tension.
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Figure 3.6. (a, b) Representative misfit fields (Equation 3.3) comparing fit between (a)
kinematic strain rate tensors and initial total deviatoric stress tensors and (b) kinematic strain rate
tensors and final dynamic total deviatoric stress tensors for the compensated, no slab case. Dark
green represents perfect fit and dark red represents complete misfit. Yellow circles mark
locations of GPS observations. For reference, location of the slab (not included in this model) is
outlined in black. (c, d) Representative (c) initial effective viscosity field and (d) refined
effective viscosity field for the compensated, no slab case. Results for other models are included
in Supplementary Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.5, and 3.6.
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in Supplementary Figure B1. Changing the compensation style primarily results in a magnitude
change in the viscosity field, not a change in pattern. Compensated models have the lowest initial
effective viscosity (~44 e21 Pa ∙ s ) when averaged over the area shown in Figure 3.6c, and
uncompensated models the highest (~57 e21 Pa ∙ s) (Table 3.3). For the compensated models,
inclusion of the slab results in higher effective viscosities near slab columns. Effective viscosity
fields for the no slab and slab models are nearly identical in both the Crust1.0 and uncompensated
cases (Table 3.3). Note that due to our minimum energy assumption in the deviatoric stress
calculations, these are minimum effective viscosities (Flesch et al., 2001).

Forward dynamic models: Dynamic velocity, strain rate, deviatoric stress, and
viscosity fields
3.6.1 Methods
We next perform standard, continuum mechanics forward models for a thin viscous sheet
following the methods of Flesch et al. (2001). We incorporate velocity boundary conditions from
our kinematic model (section 3.4), lateral variations in body (GPE) stresses (section 3.5), and
initial estimates of vertically averaged effective viscosities (section 3.5). We solve for dynamic
strain rate and velocity fields and deviatoric stress fields within the interior of the grid by
optimizing
Θ = n n¡� + �ff
̇ �;gg £ �� �� − n �d �;gg �d ��
¥

¨¥

Equation 3.9
where � is the dissipation potential (Equation 3.10), �ff
̇ = M�hh
̇ + �ii
̇ P = −�gg
̇ , �;gg is vertically
averaged GPE (Equation 3.5), �d is the velocity boundary condition that we obtain from our
kinematic velocity field, and �d is a unit vector that is perpendicular to the boundary of the model
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grid (�� = ����) along segment ��. The dissipation potential (Flesch et al., 2001) includes the
effects of the vertically averaged effective viscosity distribution:
ªH
�
�=
�M�̇da �da
̇ + �ff
̇ �ff
̇ P 
�+1

Equation 3.10
«

where � is the power law exponent and � is from the viscosity relationship �̅ = �� ¬GH (England
& McKenzie, 1982; Sonder & England, 1986). Here we assume a Newtonian viscosity (� = 1
and � = �̅ ). Note that the dynamic deformation fields calculated using this method are insensitive
to the choice of power law exponent (Flesch et al., 2001). After solving for an initial dynamic
strain rate field, we calculate a refined vertically averaged effective viscosity field by dividing the
total deviatoric stress magnitude (section 3.5) by the initial dynamic strain rate magnitude for each
grid area (Equation 3.7). We then recalculate the forward models using this refined viscosity field.
We continue to refine the solution over 3 iterations of the calculations and the solution converges
(Flesch et al., 2001). We score our dynamic strain rate models (Table 3.3) using average misfit
(Equation 3.8) and dynamic velocity models using the WRMS statistic (Equation 3.3).
3.6.2 Results
All models produce nearly identical dynamic results regardless of compensation style and slab
inclusion.

We therefore present results from only the compensated, no slab model; see

Supplementary Figures 3.5 – 3.8 for remaining results. Average misfit between the kinematic
strain rates and dynamic stresses (Figure 3.6b) improves compared to inverse dynamic models
(section 3.5) for all forward models (Table 3.3). The most noticeable fit improvements occur along
the Pamir Frontal Thrust System and in the southern Pamir, though the fit remains poor along the
Reshun-Hunza Fault System (Figure 3.6b). Compared to the initial viscosities, refined viscosities
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(Figure 3.6d) are lower (~10u Pa ∙ s) along the Pamir Frontal Thrust System and Darvaz-Karakul
Fault and higher (~10 Pa ∙ s) within the central Pamir. Refined average viscosities are greater
than initial average viscosities for all models (Table 3.3).

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show representative velocity and differential strain rate fields, respectively, for
the compensated, no slab case. (See Supplementary Figures B7 and B8 for results from remaining
models. Dynamic strain rate fields are included in Supplementary Figure B8 along with the
differential strain rate fields.) All forward models produce velocity fields that fit the observed GPS
velocities (Figure 3.7) with WRMS =1.4 – 1.5 mm/yr (Table 3.3). The most noticeable misfit
between the dynamic and kinematic velocities occurs along the northwestern Pamir margin, where
the forward model overpredicts westward rotation of velocities. Dynamic velocities are also
slightly rotated eastward toward the Tarim basin compared to kinematic velocities along the
eastern Pamir margin.

Differential strain rates (Figure 3.8) are calculated by subtracting the dynamic strain rates from the
kinematic strain rates (e.g. Finzel et al., 2015). Systematic patterns in the differential strain rate
field represents observed surface deformation not accounted for in forward models, i.e. from
sources other than body and boundary forces, for an assumed set of lateral strength variations. The
differential strain rate field shows that the dynamic model underpredicts compressional strain rate
normal to the Pamir Frontal Thrust System by ~200 – 300e-9/yr. Dynamic results underpredict
~50e-9/yr north-south extension to the north and south of the Pamir Frontal Thrust System. To the
south of the Pamir Frontal Thrust System, the dynamic model overestimates east-west extension
(as shown by differential east-west compressional strain rates). The model also underestimates
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Figure 3.7. Dynamic velocity field (yellow) and kinematic velocity field (red). Ellipses are
associated with kinematic velocity error and represent 95% confidence. Dynamic velocities are
over-rotated along the western and eastern Pamir boundaries compared to kinematic velocities.
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Figure 3.8. Differential strain rates (kinematic strain rate tensors minus dynamic strain rate
tensors). Blue axes represent compression and red axes represent extension. Yellow circles
represent locations of GPS observations. Green shaded areas are locations of Pamir gneiss domes
after Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al. (2013). The dynamic model underpredicts compression along
the Pamir Frontal Thrust System; left lateral and right lateral shear along the western and eastern
boundaries, respectively (black arrows); and north-south extension to the north and south of the
Pamir Frontal Thrust System.
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left lateral shear along the Pamir’s western boundary and right lateral shear along the eastern
boundary. Dynamic strain rates underpredict only small magnitudes (<50e-9/yr) of north-south
compression in the Hindu Kush region.

These features are robust across all models (see

Supplementary Figure B8).

Discussion
The dynamic models presented here demonstrate that a combination of force balance between
gravitational collapse of high topography and relative plate motion between India and Eurasia: 1)
are able to reproduce the first order deformation features in the Pamir; 2) are insensitive to
compensation style, integration depth, and presence of the slab in the density integral (Figures 3.3,
3.4, 3.5, and 3.6); and 3) systemically misfit observed deformation along the Pamir Frontal Thrust
System and western and eastern Pamir boundaries.
3.7.1 Force balance
The observed insensitivity of model response to variation in assumed density distribution with
depth is in agreement with the results of Warners-Ruckstuhl et al. (2010, 2012), who found that
uncertainties in body force distribution did not affect their analysis of Eurasian plate torque balance.
The results here take the next step in that assessment due to the higher spatial resolution than
previous regional-scale models (e.g. Flesch et al., 2001, Warners-Ruckstuhl et al., 2010, 2012,
2013), made possible by denser GPS and fault observations and crustal density data sets (Crust1.0).
This allows us to consider second order contributions observed in the surface observations and
force balance.
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We interpret the long-wavelength, ~north-south oriented stress field boundary conditions as
stresses due to lateral plate motion of India and Eurasia. (Here, “long-wavelength” is relative to
model scale.) Warners-Ruckstuhl et al. (2012) found that, when considering the Eurasian plate as
a whole, edge forces comprise ~50% of torque balance, for a boundary stress along the IndiaEurasia boundary of 20-50 MPa (Warners-Ruckstuhl et al., 2012, 2013). This is consistent with
the magnitude of total deviatoric stress we estimate along the Himalayan arc (Figure 3.5b, d, f),
and with Flesch et al. (2001) that used a coarser grid and fewer GPS observations. The similarities
between our model results and previous studies using different formulations and/or constraints
suggests that the first order features of our total deviatoric stress field are robust.

A rotation of compressive principal axes in the stress field boundary conditions near the Pamir
Frontal Thrust System (Figure 3.5a, c, e) cannot solely be explained by differential India-Eurasia
motion. Previously we suggested that the rotation of compressive stresses is related to geometry
of the subduction interface (Jay et al., 2017). Since the rotation occurs independently of how we
represent the lithospheric density structure, our results here confirm that trench geometry is the
most likely cause of the trench-normal compressive stresses.

As noted above, second-order variations between models in section 3.5 illustrate uncertainties in
the GPE field. Though the Crust1.0, no slab model has the lowest average misfit (Table 3.3), our
compensated, no slab model has better fit within the main Pamir region (Figure 3.6a and
Supplementary Figure B2). (Note that the Crust1.0, no slab model is likely a semi-slab model; we
do not insert a slab, however similarities between the Crust1.0 slab and no slab GPE models
indicate that Crust1.0 mantle densities likely incorporate some shallow slab densities.) The fact
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that the compensated total deviatoric stress model provides a better fit within the Pamir supports
conclusions of a gravity study by Tiwari et al. (2009), who found that the Pamir is isostatically
compensated except for a region that coincides with the subducting slab.

Gravity data point to anomalously low densities (interpreted as crustal material) at 50 – 100 km
depth in the vicinity of the slab (Tiwari et al., 2009, 2015). However, including low slab densities
in our GPE integral invariably result in a worse model fit (Table 3.3). One explanation is that,
rather than contributing to vertically averaged vertical stress in the way we have defined it for the
upper 100 km (Equation 3.5), depth-integrated density variations over the entire down-dip length
of the slab (including portions below the base of our model) contribute to a slab pull force that is
transmitted up-dip to the subduction interface (Pamir Frontal Thrust System). We find evidence
for this in our forward models, discussed below.
3.7.2 Forward models: Contribution of the subducting slab
The second advance beyond the previous work of Jay et al. (2017) is the prediction of dynamic
strain rate and velocity fields (section 3.6) resulting from buoyancy and boundary forces for an
assumed lateral effective viscosity distribution. The dynamic strain rate and velocity fields capture
the primary tectonic features of the Pamir (Figures 3.7 & 3.8). Thus any systematic, longwavelength misfits between the observed kinematic and predicted dynamic velocity and strain rate
fields represent deformation from forces other than buoyancy or boundary (Finzel et al., 2015),
namely a contribution from the deeper mantle. In these models of the Pamir, we do not explicitly
account for the effects of continental subduction.
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We therefore interpret that differential strain rate fields (Figure 3.8 & Supplementary Figure B8)
effectively isolate the contributions to force balance from continental subduction. They show that
all forward models in this study underpredict: 1) ~200 – 300e-9/yr compressive strain rate normal
to the Pamir subduction interface, 2) left lateral shear along the western Pamir margin, and 3) right
lateral shear along the eastern Pamir margin, and 4) north-south extension to the north and south
of the Pamir subduction interface. All dynamic models also overpredict east-west extension within
the Pamir. We do not find evidence for compression across the Hindu Kush (Figures 3.2, 3.8),
consistent with available geodetic constraints that suggest little or no localized shortening there.
To the south of the Pamir Frontal Thrust System, relatively small but spatially coherent
components of north-south extension (Figure 3.8) are spatially associated with Pamir gneiss domes,
consistent with observed exhumation of high-pressure crustal material (e.g. Robinson et al., 2004;
Stübner et al., 2013a, 2013b; Thiede et al., 2013).

In further support of our interpretation, differential strain rate patterns are consistent with slab
dynamics beneath the Pamir and Hindu Kush (Figure 3.9). We interpret that differential
compression normal to the Pamir Frontal Thrust System is associated with downward pull of the
Pamir slab, which also adds left and right lateral shear along the western and eastern Pamir
boundaries, respectively (Figure 3.9). We do not see evidence for surface deformation associated
with a Hindu Kush slab. The Hindu Kush seismic anomaly has a horizontal tear below ~180 km
and is significantly thinned between ~100-300 km depth (Kufner et al., 2016, 2017) (Figure 3.9).
Deeper, negatively buoyant portions of the foundering lithosphere are likely decoupled from the
surface (Kufner et al., 2017) and therefore cannot guide stresses at the surface due to slab pull.
Low magnitudes of differential, compressional strain rates in the Hindu Kush (Figure 3.8) are
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Figure 3.9. Geodynamic interpretation of differential strain rates (Figure 3.8) in a two-slab
scenario. Slab geometries after Kufner et al. (2016). Blue and red axes represent differential
compression and extension, respectively. Black arrow pairs represent shear, and large black
arrows represent slab pull. Differential compressional strain rates along the Pamir Frontal Thrust
System and shear along the western and eastern margins are associated with downward pull of
the Pamir slab. Differential compressional strain rates in the Hindu Kush region are smaller in
magnitude due to breakoff of deeper portions of the Hindu Kush slab.

therefore consistent with either 1) a one-slab interpretation in which the Hindu Kush seismic
anomaly is an overturned portion of the Pamir slab not connected to the surface (e.g. Pegler & Das,
1998; Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013), or 2) a two-slab interpretation in which subducting
Indian lithosphere is detaching (Kufner et al., 2016, 2017) (Figure 3.9). In contrast, the highly
arcuate Pamir slab has a vertical tear but is otherwise intact down to ~400 km depth (Kufner et al.,
2016). Whereas the Pamir subduction interface would feel the full effects of negative buoyancy of
the slab down to ~400 km, the Hindu Kush would maximally experience the effects of negative
buoyancy down to ~180 km.
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Previous models of the Pamir (Jay et al., 2017) pointed to geometric stiffening of the curved Pamir
slab as a mechanism for increased structural rigidity in the Pamir compared to the Tibetan Plateau
(e.g. Mahadevan et al., 2010). Our forward models, which overpredict gravitationally-driven eastwest extension within the Pamir, confirm that an additional source of structural rigidity is required
to explain observed deformation, likely associated with the geometrically stiffened slab.

Low-magnitude, differential north-south extension in the vicinity of the Pamir gneiss domes are
approximately normal to the gneiss domes’ long axes (Figure 3.8). Extension could be related to
corner flow of mantle wedge material induced by subduction of the steep slab or backarc extension
related to slab rollback and trench suction (e.g. Schellart et al., 2007; Sobel et al., 2013). Timing
of Pamir subduction initiation in the Late Oligocene to Early Miocene (~25 Ma) (Sobel et al., 2013)
fits with timing of dome exhumation during the Early to Mid Miocene in the northern Pamir and
Late Miocene in the central Pamir (Robinson et al., 2004; Stübner et al., 2013a, 2013b; Thiede et
al., 2013). Though our differential strain rate field hints at a link between dome exhumation and
slab dynamics, magnitudes of north-south extension near the gneiss domes are low; we therefore
cannot rule out that they are part of the model uncertainty.

In continent-scale models (e.g. Flesch et al., 2001; Warners-Ruckstuhl et al., 2010, 2012, 2013),
effects of continental subduction beneath the Pamir are averaged over the larger spatial modeling
scale. However, in the Eurasian plate torque balance models of Warners-Rucktuhl et al. (2010,
2012, 2013), local effects of Pamir subduction may explain their elevated model edge forces at the
India-Eurasia boundary. Our results demonstrate that the increased spatial resolution provided by
the most recent GPS and fault slip rate estimates allow for the identification of shorter-wavelength
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features resulting from second order contributions to the force balance from the subducting slab.
While they likely play a small role in total force balance at the plate scale, they are locally
important for shorter wavelength applications such as seismic hazard analysis.

Conclusions
We quantify and isolate the force balance contribution from subducting continental lithosphere in
the Pamir through a series of kinematic and dynamic models. We present a kinematic model of
Pamir surface deformation constrained by GPS velocities (Ischuk et al., 2013; Zubovich et al.,
2010) and an updated fault database (Mohadjer et al., 2016). Vertically averaged force balance
calculations show that both gravitational potential energy variations and stress field boundary
conditions contribute to the total deviatoric stress field. Our model results are insensitive to
variations in compensation style, integration depth, and inclusion of the continental subducting
slab in the density integral. Forward models utilizing lateral viscosity variations, body force
distributions, and velocity boundary conditions recreate major features of the kinematic
deformation field. We isolate the contribution to the deformation field associated with continental
subduction forces by calculating differential strain rates between 1) the observed deformation field
controlled by the complete balance of forces, and 2) dynamic models, which are only driven by
lateral viscosity variations, body forces, and velocity boundary conditions. For all cases, we find
that forward models underestimate compression along the Pamir Frontal Thrust System, strike slip
motion along the eastern and western boundaries of the Pamir, and north-south extension to the
north and south of the subduction interface. We conclude that the subducting Pamir slab
structurally stiffens the Pamir and exerts a slab pull force that creates additional horizontal trenchnormal compression and shear at the eastern and western Pamir margins. We do not find evidence
for slab pull at Hindu Kush, consistent with seismological observations that show a slab that is
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disconnected from the surface (e.g. Kufner et al., 2016, 2017; Pegler & Das, 1998; Sippl, Schurr,
Tympel, et al., 2013).
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4. KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS OF THE MAIN ETHIOPIAN RIFT:
ASYMMETRIC DEFORMATION CONTROLLED BY
GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL ENERGY AND LITHOSPHERIC
STRENGTH HETEROGENEITIES

Abstract
The East African Rift System is historically characterized as a narrow rift, yet recent GPS geodesy
measurements indicate that some deformation is diffuse. Motivated by new surface deformation
observations, we investigate length scales of deformation associated with the Main Ethiopian Rift
using horizontal GPS velocities, tectonic plate rotations, seafloor spreading rates, earthquake
locations, and magmatic event locations. Kinematic model results (continuous velocity and strain
rate fields) match strain rate observations and constrain dynamic models investigating force
balance. Dynamic models also incorporate lithospheric densities (Crust1.0) and new crustal
thickness estimates from seismic receiver functions. We separately calculate the contribution to
force balance from gravitational potential energy (GPE) and stress field boundary conditions. We
estimate a vertically averaged effective viscosity field from our strain rate and deviatoric stress
fields. Our kinematic model indicates that deformation is 1) partially localized along the Main
Ethiopian Rift and 2) partially distributed across a broad region in the Ethiopian Highlands. Force
balance is dominated by deviatoric stresses associated with GPE, except in western Ethiopia near
the Yerer-Tullu Wellel volcanotectonic lineament. Spatial associations between diffuse
deformation and known lithospheric strength heterogeneities confirm that lithosphere structure
plays an important role in controlling the deformation field.
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Introduction
Deformation in continental divergent settings is typically categorized into wide or narrow end
members (e.g. Buck, 1991; Ebinger & Casey, 2001), yet in convergent settings increasingly dense
strain rate observations show that deformation occurs over multiple length scales (e.g. Flesch,
Haines, & Holt, 2001; Jay, Flesch, & Bendick, 2017; Mohadjer et al., 2010; Schurr et al., 2014).
The East African Rift System (EARS; Figure 4.1) is often cited as a classic example of narrowstyle rifting, where strain localizes as rifting progresses due to increasingly weakened lithosphere
(e.g. Buck, 1991; Ebinger & Casey, 2001; Ebinger & Hayward, 1996; England, 1983; Hayward &
Ebinger, 1996). In the Main Ethiopian Rift (MER) (Figure 4.1), the northern-most and oldest
segment of the EARS, the narrow rift model predicts that deformation should be localized to the
rift axis as the plate boundary evolves toward seafloor spreading. Prior MER studies support
localized deformation based on increasing rates of magmatism, decreasing crustal thickness,
decreasing effective elastic thickness, shorter bounding faults, and longer volcanic ridges from
south to north (Ebinger & Casey, 2001; Ebinger & Hayward, 1996; Hayward & Ebinger, 1996).
Geodetic work by Bilham et al. (1999) estimated that deformation is concentrated in a narrow, 33km-wide region across the MER. In a regional seismology study, Keir, Ebinger, Stuart, Daly, &
Ayele (2006) cite narrow zones of active dike intrusion and seismicity as further evidence for
localized rifting. However, more recent GPS and seismic station networks with broad spatial
coverage throughout Ethiopia hint that deformation in the MER occurs over multiple length scales.
The new observations show that deformation is partially localized to the rift and also distributed
over a broad region to the west of the rift valley (Bendick, McClusky, Bilham, Asfaw, &
Klemperer, 2006; Birhanu et al., 2016; Kogan et al., 2012).
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Figure 4.1. Model location, grid, and kinematic constraints. In the inset, red outlines the model
grid and green outlines the region shown in Figures 4.2 – 4.8. Bold blue lines represent plate
boundaries from Saria et al. (2014). In the main figure, black lines are faults from Agostini et al.
(2011). Red vectors are GPS velocities (King, Floyd, Reilinger, & Bendick, 2017) and black
vectors are downsampled boundary velocities from plate rotations (Reilinger & McClusky, 2011;
Saria, Calais, Stamps, Delvaux, & Hartnady, 2014). Purple dots are earthquakes recorded 1960 –
2008 from (Keir et al., 2009) and references therein. Green dots are earthquakes associated with
magmatic intrusions since 1973, and green triangles are Holocene volcanoes and intrusions (after
Ebinger et al., 2013 and references therein; National Earthquake Information Center). Yellow
marks Quaternary magmatic segments (after Ebinger et al., 2013).
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GPS observations reveal that 1) extension close to the rift valley accounts for only ~50% of total
extension predicted by tectonic plate rotations (Bendick et al., 2006; Kogan et al., 2012), 2) up to
20% of differential plate motion is distributed throughout the Ethiopian Highlands (Birhanu et al.,
2016), and 3) deformation progressively delocalizes from south to north (Kogan et al., 2012). Low
seismic velocities beneath the Ethiopian Highlands are well documented (Bastow, Nyblade, Stuart,
Rooney, & Benoit, 2008; Keranen, Klemperer, Julia, Lawrence, & Nyblade, 2009) and likely
represent warm, weak, partially molten mantle (Keranen et al., 2009) that could influence the
distribution of deformation.

Progressive strain delocalization and decreasing integrated lithospheric strength from south to
north in the EARS (Kogan et al., 2012; Stamps, Flesch, Calais, & Ghosh, 2014) contrasts with
numerical simulations of rifting that associate decreasing lithospheric strength with narrow
deformation (Buck, 1991; England, 1983; McKenzie, 1978). Thus far, the distribution of
deformation has been inferred through sparse GPS velocity gradients (Birhanu et al., 2016; Kogan
et al., 2012) or seismically imaged lithospheric weak zones (e.g. Bastow et al., 2008; Keranen et
al., 2009). However, the full, two-dimensional deformation field remains unquantified.

Understanding the distribution of deformation and lithospheric structure in Ethiopia are
prerequisites to understanding force balance and the strength variations that control deformation.
Discussions of force balance in continental rift settings historically focus on two end members (e.g.
Sengor & Burke, 1978): 1) force balance dominated by far-field tectonic stresses, or “passive”
rifting, e.g. Rio Grande and Baikal Rifts (e.g. Buck, 1991; McKenzie, 1978); and 2) force balance
dominated by buoyancy forces within the underlying mantle, or “active” rifting (e.g. Lithgow-
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Bertelloni & Silver, 1998). The EARS is categorized as an active rift due to the presence of a
seismically imaged mantle plume (e.g. Bastow et al., 2008; Nyblade, Owens, Gurrola, Ritsema, &
Langston, 2000). Stamps, Flesch, & Calais (2010), Stamps, Flesch, Calais, & Ghosh (2014), and
Coblentz & Sandiford (1994) examined force balance throughout Africa and found that the
present-day stress field is dominated by buoyancy forces, though their models are sparsely
constrained in Ethiopia. Low seismic velocities beneath Ethiopia (Bastow et al., 2008; Keranen et
al., 2009) and evidence of dynamic topography from modeling and topographic reconstructions
(Moucha & Forte, 2011; Sembroni, Faccenna, Becker, Molin, & Abebe, 2016) emphasize the
importance of buoyancy forces in Ethiopia. However, force balance in Ethiopia has been poorly
constrained because observations of strain rate have been too sparse to calculate the 2-dimensional
deformation field. In addition to force balance, strength variations within the lithosphere can
control deformation in rift settings (e.g. Bastow et al., 2008; Brune, Corti, & Ranalli, 2017; Corti,
Sani, et al., 2018; Corti, Molin, Sembroni, Bastow, & Keir, 2018; Ebinger et al., 2017; Keranen &
Klemperer, 2008; Laõ-Dávila, Al-Salmi, Abdelsalam, & Atekwana, 2015; Nyblade & Brazier,
2002; Vauchez, Barruol, & Tommasi, 1997; Vauchez, Tommasi, & Barroul, 1998). The detailed
structure and strength of the lithosphere in the Ethiopian Highlands and Somali Platform is largely
unknown due to the limited spatial scope of prior seismic studies (e.g. Bastow et al., 2008; Keranen
et al., 2009).

Unlike prior studies, we investigate Ethiopian deformation, force balance, and strength
heterogeneities on a smaller, regional scale rather than a continent scale, and we use denser model
constraints distributed across a broad region covering the rift valley, Ethiopian Highlands, and
portions of the Somali Platform (Figure 4.1). We quantify the two-dimensional velocity and strain
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rate fields in high spatial detail (0.5° × 0.5° grid spacing) through a joint model inversion of
geophysical and geological strain rate observations, including a recently published GPS velocity
solution (King et al., 2017) spanning a broad region across Ethiopia (Birhanu et al., 2016).
Quantifying the strain rate field allows us to make an initial investigation into Ethiopian
geodynamics using crustal density information (Crust1.0; Laske, Masters, Ma, & Pasyanos, 2013)
and new seismological observations of crustal structure. We use a thin sheet approach to calculate
gravitational potential energy (GPE) and the associated vertically averaged, horizontal deviatoric
stresses (e.g. Flesch et al., 2001). We incorporate new crustal thickness data from seismic receiver
functions (Katie Keranen, personal communication) into our density integral for the GPE
calculation. We then invert for stress field boundary conditions, calculate a total deviatoric stress
field, and estimate vertically averaged effective viscosities (e.g. Flesch et al., 2001). We find that
a portion of rift-related extension is distributed across the Ethiopian Highlands. Modeled diffuse
deformation is spatially associated with elevated GPE, thicker crust, and inherited lithospheric
structures. Force balance is dominated by buoyancy forces with a minor contribution from longwavelength boundary stresses.

Tectonic Setting
The Main Ethiopian Rift (MER) is the northernmost segment of the East African Rift System
(EARS; Figure 4.1). To the north is the Afar rift-rift-rift triple junction, which separates the MER
from active seafloor spreading in the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden (e.g. Wolfenden, Ebinger, Yirgu,
Deino, & Ayalew, 2004). In Ethiopia, the fault-bounded rift valley divides the Ethiopian Highlands
in the northwest from the Somali Platform in the southeast. To the south of the MER, the magmapoor, seismically active western branch of the EARS and magma-rich eastern branch split around
the Tanzanian craton (e.g. Yang & Chen, 2010).
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The lithospheric structure of eastern Africa records a rich tectonic history. The Neoproterozoic –
Cambrian East African Orogen extends north to south from present-day Israel and Jordan to
Mozambique and Madagascar (e.g. Berhe, 1990; Fritz et al., 2013). The northern segment of the
East African Orogen, the Arabian-Nubian Shield (ANS), passes through eastern Sudan and
western and southern Ethiopia. The ANS is preserved in the geologic record as a belt of suture
zones composed of juvenile Neoproterozoic crust and ophiolites marking arc terrane accretion onto
the ancient East African coast (e.g. Berhe, 1990; Fritz et al., 2013). Whereas Precambrian basement
and Cenozoic flood basalts characterize the geology of most of the Ethiopian Highlands, Mesozoic
sedimentary rocks cover most of the Somali Platform (e.g. Abbate, Bruni, & Sagri, 2015;
Chorowicz, 2005). Others have cited crust and mantle differences between the Ethiopian
Highlands and Somali Platform as evidence that the present-day MER reactivated a Precambrian
suture (Corti, 2009 and references therein; K. Keranen & Klemperer, 2008). In the Ethiopian
Highlands, two ~east-west trending volcanotectonic lineaments, Yerer-Tullu Wellel and GobaBonga, may represent Neoproterozoic lithospheric structures that were reactivated during Miocene
rifting (Abebe, Mazzarini, Innocenti, & Manetti, 1998; Adhana, 2014; Corti, Sani, et al., 2018).

Mantle plume impingement occurred ~45-30 Ma and is recorded by > 2-km-thick flood basalts in
the Ethiopian Highlands and southeastern Somali Platform (e.g. Ebinger, Yemane, Woldegabriel,
Aronson, & Walter, 1993; Hofmann et al., 1997). Faulting occurred ~10 – 20 Myr following
widespread magmatism (Ebinger, 2000; Ebinger & Sleep, 1998). According to Ebinger (2000),
uplift of the Ethiopian Highlands likely began during or following Oligocene volcanism as there
is no observed geologic evidence for tilting and erosion in underlying sandstone units. Gani, Gani,
& Abdelsalam (2007) examined river incision rates, and found that 1) uplift of the Ethiopian
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Highlands was episodic and temporally associated with magmatic pulses, and 2) most of the ~2
km uplift occurred in the last 6 Ma. An analysis by Sembroni et al. (2016) found that present-day
high topography in the Ethiopian Highlands formed through a combination of doming associated
with flood basalt emplacement, flexural uplift due to erosional unloading, and dynamic support
from the mantle.

Rifting along the southern MER commenced ~20 – 11 Ma, along the northern MER ~11 Ma as
extension in Afar propagated southward, and finally along the central MER concurrently with
volcanism ~5 – 3 Ma (Bonini et al., 2005). Prior to ~5 Ma, extension was oriented northwestsoutheast, orthogonal to the rift axis, but evidence from comparisons of geodetic GPS and seafloor
spreading rate observations, structural patterns, and alignment of fast SKS-splitting directions in
magmatic segments point to a tectonic reorganization around 2-3 Ma that resulted in present-day
oblique (east-west) extension (Boccaletti et al., 1998; Calais, DeMets, & Nocquet, 2003; Kendall,
Stuart, Ebinger, Bastow, & Keir, 2005; Wolfenden et al., 2004).

Present-day extension accommodates 3 – 6 mm/yr oblique divergence between the Somalian and
Nubian plates (Figure 4.1) (Kogan et al., 2012; Saria, Calais, Altamimi, Willis, & Farah, 2013).
Extension occurs primarily through magma injection or creep (e.g. Bendick et al., 2006; Daniels,
Bastow, Keir, Sparks, & Menand, 2014; Kendall et al., 2005; Kogan et al., 2012), though normal
faulting may play more of a role to the south (Agostini, Bonini, Corti, Sani, & Mazzarini, 2011;
Ebinger & Hayward, 1996; Hayward & Ebinger, 1996). Portions of the lower crust and upper
mantle beneath the rift axis and Ethiopian Highlands are interpreted to be hot and partially molten
based on anomalously low seismic velocities (Bastow et al., 2008; Keranen et al., 2009).
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Methods
4.4.1 Kinematic model methods
To investigate the distribution of Quaternary surface deformation in Ethiopia, we first quantify a
kinematic model by interpolating between observations of deformation with bicubic spline
functions over a 0.5° × 0.5° grid (Figure 4.1) (e.g. Haines & Holt, 1993; Haines, Jackson, Holt,
& Agnew, 1998; Holt, Chamot-Rooke, et al., 2000; Holt, Shen-Tu, Haines, & Jackson, 2000). We
solve for continuous, self-consistent velocity and strain rate fields that minimize the sum of squares
of differences between observed and predicted velocities and strain rates (e.g. Haines et al., 1998).
The bicubic spline interpolation method is advantageous because it 1) approximates the continuous
deformation of Earth’s surface by minimizing variability in areas between model constraints, 2)
allows for strain to localize if constrained by strain rate observations. and 3) requires strain
compatibility.

We apply a base-level variance of 0.1 to account for any missing deformation across each grid
area (up to 2 mm/yr) and to give modeled velocity uncertainties of a similar magnitude as GPS
velocity uncertainties. Our chosen base-level variance results in a misfit per degree of freedom of
1.15, meaning we fit observations well but do not over-fit. To test the effects of grid spacing, we
also models with 0.25° and 1° grid spacings. All other model parameters were identical. We found
that the 0.25° grid created a model that over-fit the observations (misfit per degree of freedom =
0.95) and resulted in unrealistic localized deformation near GPS velocities. The 1° model grid led
to poor fit to observations (misfit per degree of freedom = 1.84) and smeared deformation outside
the bounds of the GPS observations. Our chosen grid size allows for enough spatial variability to
fit our constraints, which are denser than in previous kinematic studies of the EARS, while
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maintaining relatively smooth deformation patterns that we would expect for interseismic
deformation. As Allmendinger, Reilinger, & Loveless (2007) point out, calculating 2-dimensional,
continuous deformation fields from sparse, unevenly distributed strain rate observations is a
nonunique problem. We have attempted to choose a grid spacing and model parameters that honor
the distribution of our constraints as well as the long-term (~Quaternary) behavior of the earth.
4.4.1.1 Data sets constraining kinematic model
GPS velocities from the GeoPRISMS EARS community velocity solution (King et al., 2017)
constrain magnitude and styles of deformation in the interior of the grid (Figure 4.1). For the
majority of sites located in the Ethiopian Highlands, the estimated long-term velocity vector is
small compared to the 2-sigma error ellipse (Figure 4.1). (See release notes for the 2017 EARS
velocity solution for the error calculation methods; King et al., 2017). GPS velocity errors are
incorporated into the uncertainties of our modeled velocity field. The strain rate field reported here
is consistent with gradients in the velocity field, and therefore uncertainties in strain rates are high
in regions where velocity uncertainties are high. There is a wide range of strain rate fields that
would fit all the different velocity field permutations within error. We report here our current best
estimate of the strain rate distribution based on best estimates of GPS velocities and other strain
rate observations. Longer GPS time series for sites in the Ethiopian Highlands will reduce velocity
uncertainties and improve the accuracy of kinematic models.

We allow 10 – 16 mm/yr and 16 – 23.4 mm/yr of localized, oblique extension in the Red Sea and
Gulf of Aden, respectively (Chu & Gordon, 1998; Jestin, Huchon, & Gaulier, 1994). In grid areas
that contain Holocene magmatic/volcanic events or earthquakes (Ayele & Kulhanek, 1997;
Ebinger, Wijk, & Keir, 2013; Keir et al., 2009; National Earthquake Information Center; Global
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Volcanism Program, www.si.edu), we multiply the strain rate variance by 10 and thus allow, but
do not require, deformation to localize. We tested models that included a detailed fault trace data
set (Agostini et al., 2011, accessed http://ethiopianrift.igg.cnr.it/utilities_MER.html) in which we
allowed up to 1 mm/yr slip rate on each fault. We chose a low slip rate value because fault segments
are short and therefore unlikely to localize significant strain. Including fault traces produced
identical results, and we therefore do not include them in our preferred model.

There are few model constraints to the east and west of Ethiopia (Figure 4.1). In these regions,
velocities and strain rates vary smoothly toward model grid boundaries to match assigned
boundary plate rotations.

Boundary nodes of the model grid are assigned Euler pole rotations for each plate (Figure 4.1). All
velocities and rotations are in a Nubia-fixed reference frame. The Arabian plate rotation is from
Reilinger & McClusky (2011). The Somalian plate and Victorian microplate rotations are from
Saria et al. (2014). We tested the compatibility of the rotation poles from the two studies by rotating
9 GPS velocities common to both studies into a Somalia-fixed reference frame. For velocities from
Reilinger & McClusky (2011) we applied a rigid body rotation using their Somalia-Eurasia Euler
pole, and for velocities from Saria et al. (2014) we used their Somalia-ITRF08 Euler pole. The two
sets of rotated velocities were equal to within 0.08 mm/yr with no systematic differences. We are
therefore confident that the reference frames are compatible between the two studies, and
combining them in our model does not introduce significant errors.
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4.4.2 Dynamic model methods
4.4.2.1 Gravitational potential energy methods
Quantifying 2-D kinematics of surface deformation allows us to next examine dynamics. In an
initial investigation into force balance, we quantify the deviatoric stress field associated with GPE
using a thin viscous sheet approach, which is appropriate for examining long-term (interseismic)
deformation and force balance (e.g. England & McKenzie, 1982; England & Molnar, 1997; Flesch
et al., 2001; Flesch, Holt, Haines, Wen, & Shen-Tu, 2007; Sonder & England, 1986, 1989). We
calculate absolute GPE magnitudes (vertically averaged vertical stress) by integrating density over
our assumed lithospheric thickness (100 km plus topography) and multiplying by the force of
gravity (e.g. Flesch et al., 2001). We reduce the number of unknowns by assuming minimum stress
(e.g. Flesch et al., 2001). Crustal densities are from Crust1.0 (Laske et al., 2013) as shown in Figure
4.2 and described in the next section. We test models using three different estimates of mantle
lithosphere densities: 1) we calculate mantle lithosphere densities required to achieve Airy isostatic
compensation, assuming equal pressure at a compensation depth of 100 km (“compensated” case),
2) we use seismologically derived mantle lithosphere densities from Crust1.0 (“Crust1.0” case),
and 3) we assign a uniform density of 3300 kg/m^3 (“uncompensated” case). “Crust1.0” and
“uncompensated” cases assume that the lithosphere is partially supported by radial tractions.
Finally, we solve for horizontal deviatoric stresses induced by lateral gradients in GPE by solving
vertically integrated force balance equations from Stokes equation of steady motion (Flesch et al.,
2001):
�
��;gg
M�̅da + �da �ff
̅ P=
��a
��d
Equation 4.1
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In equation 4.1, �̅da is the vertically averaged, horizontal deviatoric stress tensor; �da is the
Kronecker delta function; �̅ff = �̅hh + �̅ii = −�̅gg ; and �;gg is vertically averaged vertical stress,
i.e. GPE. � and � represent summation over � and �.
4.4.2.1.1 Data sets constraining gravitational potential energy models
Crustal densities and layer thicknesses are from Crust1.0 (Figure 4.2; Laske et al., 2013) except
for the Moho depth, which we modify using new crustal thickness estimates from seismic receiver
functions (Katie Keranen, personal communication). Moho depths from new seismic receiver
functions are averaged over 1 degree grid cells and smoothed to fill gaps in the interior of the
receiver function study region; in all other areas we use Moho depths from Crust1.0. Differences
between Crust1.0 Moho depths and new Moho depths range from <1 km to 12 km, and in most
grid areas the new Moho is within ±~3-5 km between the two datasets. Topography in Crust1.0 is
from ETOPO1 (Amante & Eakins, 2009). Because the topography and Moho are relatively well
constrained, the greatest source of uncertainty related to Crust1.0 in our models is therefore from
crust and mantle densities. Lithospheric mantle densities in Crust1.0 are from the LLNL-G3D
global P-wave tomography model by Simmons, Myers, Johannesson, & Matzel (2012), which is
poorly constrained in the Ethiopian Highlands and Somali Platform. As described in the previous
section, we test different mantle density distributions. Laske et al. (2013) validated Crust1.0
through a comparison with Rayleigh wave group velocities, and as of 2013 Crust1.0 overpredicted
Rayleigh wave velocities in Ethiopia by 4-14%. Testing sensitivity to crustal densities is outside
the scope of this study, but in future work we plan to incorporate a more precise 3-D density model
based on regional seismic tomography data (Katie Keranen, personal communication).
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Figure 4.2. Density maps from Crust1.0 (Laske et al., 2013). (a)-(c) Upper, middle, and lower
sediment densities. White areas in (b) and (c) represent regions where layer thickness is 0. (d)-(g)
Upper, middle, and lower crystalline basement densities. (f) Mantle densities. Depth ranges for
the base of each layer are also provided.
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4.4.2.2 Stress field boundary condition methods
In the next dynamic modeling step, we solve for a mathematical stress field boundary condition
(Flesch et al., 2001) that represents contributions to force balance other than buoyancy forces,
typically from relative plate motions and/or tractions acting at the base of the lithosphere. Because
our model region is bounded by passive margins we interpret that any long-wavelength signal in
the stress field boundary conditions represents contributions to force balance from the deeper
mantle beneath the thin sheet as opposed to lateral plate motions (Stamps, Iaffaldano, & Calais,
2015), though we cannot preclude a contribution from weak far-field tractions at mid-ocean ridges,
for example. We assume that the total, horizontal deviatoric stress field is a combination of 1)
stresses associated with lateral variations in GPE and 2) the stress field boundary conditions
inferred to represent tractions acting at the base of the lithosphere. We invert for the stress field
boundary conditions by constraining that the style of total stress, i.e. the linear sum of the GPE
deviatoric stress field and stress field boundary conditions, minimizes misfit with the style of
deformation from the kinematic model (e.g. Flesch et al., 2001). Note that the magnitudes of stress
field boundary conditions are calculated relative to absolute magnitudes of deviatoric stresses
associated with GPE, and that our methods allow us to model deviatoric stress without assigning
a priori viscosities.
4.4.2.3 Vertically averaged effective viscosity methods
Finally, a vertically averaged effective viscosity field is estimated by calculating the ratio of the
total deviatoric stress magnitudes and kinematic strain rate magnitudes (e.g. Flesch et al., 2001).
Unlike other modeling techniques, we quantify lateral changes in viscosity based only on an
assumed isotropic relationship between stress and strain rate and inverse modeling techniques
grounded in observations of strain rate and lateral density variations.
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Results
4.5.1 Kinematic model results
The kinematic model velocity field (Figure 4.3) matches directions and magnitudes of observed
GPS velocities in most regions, with a weighted root mean square (as defined by Stamps et al.,
2014) of 0.45 mm/yr. We recreate general northwestward motion of the Arabian plate and eastward
motion of the Somalian plate with respect to Nubia. Sharp decreases in velocity magnitudes across
the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, and Ethiopian rift valley indicate partially localized strain. In the
Ethiopian Highlands, modeled and observed velocity magnitudes relative to Nubia are small but
do not indicate rigid rotation. Velocities point roughly orthogonal to the topographic gradient; in
the north velocities point radially outward from regions of high topography, and in the south
velocities point west away from the rift. As noted above, a major caveat is that uncertainties of
velocities and therefore strain rates are large in the Ethiopian Highlands. Our analysis of
deformation in the Ethiopian Highlands rests on the assumption that the true velocity gradient has
a similar pattern as the one modeled here based on best estimates by King et al. (2017). Our
assumption is supported by the fact that the highest modeled off-rift velocity gradients correspond
to regions of highest topography and anomalously low seismic velocities below the surface.

Elevated strain rate magnitudes in the Ethiopian Highlands confirm that deformation is partially
distributed outside the rift valley (Figure 4.4a), in agreement with Bendick, McClusky, Bilham,
Asfaw, & Klemperer (2006); Birhanu et al. (2016); and Kogan et al (2012). Modeled strain rates
show that deformation is partially localized in the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, Afar region, and along
the Main Ethiopian Rift axis. In the Ethiopian Highlands, southern Somali Platform, and along the
rift axis maximum extension axes are oriented east-west (Figure 4.4b). Principal strain rate axes
are purely extensional in a small region in the central Ethiopian Highlands and southern Afar.
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Figure 4.3. Kinematic velocity field. Red vectors and ellipses are GPS velocities and 2-sigma
errors (King et al., 2017). Black vectors and ellipses are modeled velocities and 2-sigma errors.
(a) Modeled velocities at GPS locations. (b) Modeled velocities down-sampled to a 1° grid.
Modeled error ellipses in (b) are not shown for clarity.
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Figure 4.4. Modeled strain rate field. (a) Strain rate magnitudes, i.e. second invariant of strain
rate tensors. Color scale saturates at 100e-9/yr. Black dots are locations of GPS velocities. Bold
purple lines are Neoproterozoic sutures (after Fritz et al., 2013). (b) Principal strain rate axes.
Blue represents compression and red represents extension. Magnitudes are normalized for
clarity.
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Closer to the triple junction, maximum extension directions rotate to be normal to the trends of the
Red Sea and Gulf of Aden.

Diffuse deformation forms a complex, asymmetric pattern that loosely follows topography.
Oblique, extensional strain rates of magnitude ~5-30e-9/yr are distributed across two lobes in the
Ethiopian Highlands (Figure 4.4). The northern lobe corresponds to the region of highest elevation
in Ethiopia. Principal strain rate axes there indicate shear and extension (Figure 4.4b). Strain rate
magnitudes are smaller in the southern lobe (~5-20e-9/yr) compared to the northern lobe (~1030e-9/yr). The two lobes are separated by a relatively rigid region spatially associated with the
Abay (Blue Nile) River. Modeled strain rate and velocity fields predict rigid behavior in the Somali
Platform.
4.5.2 Dynamic model results
Figure 4.5 shows representative results from the uncompensated GPE calculation. The primary
difference between the three GPE models (compensated, Crust1.0, and uncompensated) is in
magnitude; spatial patterns in GPE magnitude and the associated deviatoric stresses are nearly
identical. Deviatoric stress magnitudes are highest in the uncompensated model. Evidence from
gravity studies suggests that the lithosphere in Ethiopia is supported both by isostatic balance and
radial tractions at the base of the lithosphere, i.e. dynamic topography (Ebinger & Hayward, 1996;
Moucha & Forte, 2011; Sembroni et al., 2016; Woldetinsae & Götze, 2005), which is most closely
represented in this study by the uncompensated GPE model (e.g. Stamps et al., 2014). We therefore
proceed using results from the uncompensated case.
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Figure 4.5. GPE model results from the uncompensated case. (a) Principal axes of horizontal
deviatoric stresses associated with lateral gradients in GPE magnitude. Blue represents
compression and red represents tension. Magnitudes are not normalized. Axes are downsampled
for clarity. (b) Absolute GPE magnitudes.
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High topography is associated with high GPE magnitudes and tensional principal deviatoric
stresses. Low topography is associated with low GPE magnitudes and compressional principal
deviatoric stresses normal to the gradient in GPE (e.g. England & Molnar, 1997; Flesch et al.,
2001). Our work shows that magnitudes of GPE are higher (>1.52e9 Pa) in the Ethiopian
Highlands compared to the Somali Platform (<1.52e9 Pa).

Stress field boundary conditions (Figure 4.6a) are small relative to deviatoric stresses associated
with GPE (Figure 4.5a). Long-wavelength patterns in the stress field boundary conditions show
~10 MPa of nearly uniaxial compressional deviatoric stresses oriented northwest-southeast (Figure
4.6a), the same direction as the tensional deviatoric stresses associated with GPE in the Ethiopian
Highlands, southern Somali Platform, Afar region, and along the rift axis (Figure 4.5a). Further
east, compressional stress field boundary conditions are in the same direction as compressional
deviatoric stress axes from the GPE model. Therefore, our models predict that stress field boundary
conditions 1) oppose tensional stresses associated with GPE throughout most of Ethiopia and the
Afar region, and 2) augment compressional stresses associated with GPE in eastern Ethiopian and
Somalia.

The total deviatoric stress field (Figure 4.6b) shows similar deviatoric stress patterns as the
deviatoric stress field associated with GPE. Magnitudes of tension are smaller compared to the
deviatoric stress field associated with GPE due to opposing stresses in the stress field boundary
conditions. Modeled tensional deviatoric stresses are nearly isotropic in the Ethiopian Highlands
and Afar region. Directions of maximum tension are oriented ESE-WMW along the MER and
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orthogonal to the spreading centers in the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden. Total deviatoric stresses are
primarily compressional outside regions of high topography or spreading centers.
4.5.3 Viscosity results
Figure 4.7 shows the vertically averaged effective viscosity field. The lowest modeled viscosities
(< 10e21 Pa-s) occur along the Ethiopian rift axis, Red Sea Rift, Gulf of Aden Rift, and in the
Afar region. Moderately low viscosities ( ≤ 40e21 Pa-s) outside the Ethiopian rift valley
correspond to diffuse deformation in the Ethiopian Highlands. With the exception of two high
viscosity regions to the north and south of the Gulf of Aden, we predict that rigid areas correspond
to areas of compression in our modeled total deviatoric stress field (Figure 4.6b).

Discussion
4.6.1 Distribution of deformation
Our study offers the first fully quantified, 2D deformation field in Ethiopia. Our kinematic model
supports that a portion of deformation associated with rifting in Ethiopia occurs outside the rift
valley (Figure 4.4) (Bendick et al., 2006; Birhanu et al., 2016; Kogan et al., 2012). To quantify
ratios of localized and diffuse deformation, we calculate east-west velocity gradients across lines
1 (northwest-southeast) and 2 (east-west) in Figure 4.4a, both of which extend to the edges of the
model grid (Figure 4.1). We predict an east-west extension rate of 4.4 mm/yr across the rift axis
and 2.2 mm/yr across the Ethiopian Highlands at line 1. If we assume that the total extension rate
is 6 mm/yr as estimated by plate kinematics studies (e.g. Stamps et al., 2008), we predict that 73%
of extension is localized in the rift valley and 37% is distributed across the Ethiopian Highlands
across line 1.
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Figure 4.6. (a) Stress field boundary conditions and (b) total deviatoric stress field. Blue
represents compression and red represents tension. Axes are down-sampled for clarity.
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Figure 4.7. Vertically averaged effective viscosity field. Color scale saturates at 500e21 Pa-s.

Across line 2, the model predicts that 5.5 mm/yr (92%) east-west extension is localized in the rift
valley and 1.2 mm/yr (20%) is distributed across the Ethiopian Highlands. For both lines, the eastwest velocity budget is balanced by minor east-west shortening to the west of the Ethiopian
Highlands and 1.4-2.6 mm/yr east-west shortening east of the rift valley. Our total modeled
extension rates agree with geodetically derived estimates of 6.0± 2.3 mm/yr across the Central
Main Ethiopian Rift (Kogan et al., 2012) and ~4 mm/yr (Saria et al., 2014). Our model predicts a
higher proportion of localized deformation than that reported by Bendick et al. (2006) and Kogan
et al. (2012), who estimated ~50% of rift-localized extension. Our proportion of diffuse
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deformation in the Ethiopian Highlands across line 2 agrees with Birhanu et al. (2016), who
estimated up to 20% of diffuse Ethiopian Highlands, though we calculate a higher proportion of
diffuse deformation (37%) across line 1. We also confirm that deformation progressively
delocalizes from south to north (Kogan et al., 2012).

Modeled velocity and strain rate fields (Figures 4.3 and 4.4) emphasize the importance of
magmatic events and earthquakes in localizing deformation in Ethiopia. In our kinematic model,
we are able to match GPS velocity observations by allowing strain to localize near Quaternary
earthquakes and magmatic events, which are largely co-located with Quaternary faults (Keir et al.,
2006). The model does not require any localization along Quaternary faults that are not co-located
with earthquakes or magmatic events (Bendick et al., 2006).
4.6.2 Lithospheric heterogeneities
Geologic maps (Kazmin, 1972; Thieblemont, 2016) and seismic studies (e.g. Bastow et al., 2008;
Keranen & Klemperer, 2008; Keranen et al., 2009) show asymmetries in the composition, structure,
and strength of the lithosphere across the Main Ethiopian Rift. Others have noted the importance
of lithospheric strength and inherited lithospheric structures in rift development in Ethiopia and
other segments of the EARS (e.g. Bastow et al., 2008; Brune, Corti, & Ranalli, 2017; Corti, Sani,
et al., 2018; Corti, Molin, Sembroni, Bastow, & Keir, 2018; Ebinger et al., 2017; Keranen &
Klemperer, 2008; Laõ-Dávila, Al-Salmi, Abdelsalam, & Atekwana, 2015; Nyblade & Brazier,
2002). Several observations from our study confirm the importance of lithospheric heterogeneities
in controlling deformation in Ethiopia.
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We observe asymmetric, diffuse deformation associated with thicker crust, which corresponds to
mapped flood basalts (e.g. Chorowicz, 2005; Corti, 2009). In the northern lobe of diffuse Ethiopian
Highlands deformation, high strain rate magnitudes are associated with the thickest crust (> 40
km). In the southern lobe, moderate strain rate magnitudes are associated with slightly lower
crustal thicknesses (30 – 40 km). Production of flood basalts concentrates denser, iron-rich fayalite
in the erupted basalt and lighter, magnesium-rich forsterite in the remaining mantle (Phipps
Morgan, 1997). In Ethiopia this may create regional-scale density variations that might not be
represented in Crust1.0 densities (Figure 4.2) but may have an impact on regional force balance.
In future work we will incorporate more detailed lithospheric density information from a new,
regional seismic tomography study (Katie Keranen, personal communication).

Diffuse deformation corresponds to seismically imaged regions of hot, partially molten lower crust
and upper mantle (Bastow et al., 2008; Keranen & Klemperer, 2008; Keranen et al., 2009; Katie
Keranen, personal communication). Furthermore, deformation in the southern Ethiopian
Highlands overlaps with the Yerer-Tullu Wellel and Goba-Bonga volcanotectonic lineaments (e.g.
Abebe et al., 1998; Adhana, 2014; Corti, Sani, et al., 2018), where we would expect partial melt
in the lithosphere. Some weakness due to partial melt is reproduced in our vertically averaged
effective viscosity field (Figure 4.7). Future work will use 2D and 3D forward models to
investigate the effects of lateral and vertical strength variations in greater detail.

Misfit fields (Figure 4.8) compare styles and directions of deviatoric stresses with styles and
directions of kinematic strain rates (Flesch, Holt, Haines, Wen, & Shen-Tu, 2007; Jay et al., 2017).
Misfit of 0 represents perfect fit, and misfit of 1 represents complete misfit. Misfit fields predict a
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region in the southwestern Ethiopian Highlands where vertically averaged total deviatoric stress
cannot explain deformation (marked “A” in Figure 4.8c). Region A overlaps with the western
portion of the southern lobe of diffuse Ethiopian Highlands deformation. It also aligns with the
intersection of the east-west trending Yerer-Tullu Wellel volcanotectonic lineament with northsouth trending Neoproterozoic sutures (Fritz et al., 2013). Geologically the sutures are thin zones
of mafic and ultramafic ophiolite units (Kazmin, 1972) and form positive gravity anomalies
(Woldetinsae & Götze, 2005). Typically suture zones are weak; continental rifts commonly form
in reactivated suture zones (e.g. Burke & Dewey, 1973; Chorowicz, 2005; Tesha, Nyblade, Keller,
& Doser, 1997), particularly when mantle lithosphere has been removed (Sengor, Lom, & Sagdic,
2018). We predict that there is a zone of anomalously weak lithosphere near region A, possibly
related to the suture zones and volcanotectonic lineaments, that either 1) is not included in the
crustal density model used to calculate GPE, or 2) forms a weak layer within the lithosphere that
is not captured in our thin viscous sheet models. We will test this prediction in future modeling
work.
4.6.3 Force balance
Asymmetries in the observed surface deformation field correspond to asymmetries in GPE
magnitudes, suggesting that GPE contributes significantly to force balance in Ethiopia. This is
confirmed by our stress field boundary condition results. Magnitudes of boundary condition
stresses are ≤ 50% the magnitudes of deviatoric stresses associated with GPE. This is compatible
with observations that Africa has been relatively stable over its geologic history (e.g. Burke &
Wilson, 1972; Chesley, Rudnick, & Lee, 1999). We interpret that the long-wavelength patterns of
WNW-ESE compression in the stress field boundary conditions represent a minor force balance
contribution from either 1) mantle tractions at the base of the lithosphere, or 2) weak far-field
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tractions.

In the former case, our dynamic models predict basal drag at the lithosphere-

asthenosphere interface (Stamps et al., 2015) rather than a scenario in which horizontal mantle
tractions drive extension (e.g. Ghosh & Holt, 2012).

We use misfit fields (Figure 4.8) to further investigate the roles of GPE versus stress field boundary
conditions in controlling deformation. Average misfit over the region shown in Figure 4.8 is 0.44
for the deviatoric stress field associated with GPE, 0.66 for the stress field boundary conditions,
and 0.46 for the total deviatoric stress field. Modeled deviatoric stresses associated with GPE alone
can explain styles of deformation along the rift axis, the Afar region, and throughout most of the
Ethiopian Highlands (Figure 4.8a). Styles of stress field boundary conditions provide a better fit
in the western Ethiopian Highlands and southern Arabian Peninsula (Figure 4.8b). Including the
stress field boundary conditions in the total force balance results in a slightly worse average fit
(Figure 4.8c).

Our model results therefore argue for force balance dominated by GPE in Ethiopia. Others have
used continent-scale models to demonstrate the importance of buoyancy forces to African
deformation and topography (e.g. Lithgow-Bertelloni & Silver, 1998; Moucha & Forte, 2011;
Stamps et al., 2014, 2015). We show that in Ethiopia, buoyancy forces dominate even on a regional
scale, and that the distribution of deformation is strongly influenced by lateral variations in GPE.
Regional-scale model results also show a strong spatial association between GPE and topography.
Topography in our GPE density integral incorporates the effects of dynamically-supported
topographic doming (e.g. Moucha & Forte, 2011; Sembroni et al., 2016). We also implicitly
include effects of mantle-supported topography when we assume a uniform mantle density.
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Figure 4.8. Misfit fields comparing principal axes of kinematic strain rates and (a) GPE
deviatoric stresses, (b) stress field boundary conditions, and (c) total deviatoric stresses. Green
represents good fit, and red represents poor fit. Bold purple lines are Neoproterozoic sutures
(after Fritz et al., 2013). Black boxes outline the Yerer-Tullu Wellel volcanotectonic lineament
(after Corti, Sani, et al., 2018).
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Although we do not separate the effects of internal and basal buoyancy forces in the present models,
in future work we will use forward models to further constrain sources of GPE.

In ultra-high-resolution numerical models of rift deformation, Burov & Gerya (2014) found that
asymmetric topography formed when a mantle plume impinged on weakly prestressed lithosphere,
i.e. under a combination of active and passive rift conditions. Our models indicate that asymmetric
deformation in Ethiopia is controlled mainly by asymmetric buoyancy forces, but we cannot
preclude that some asymmetric deformation is a result of the relatively small contribution from
modeled stress field boundary conditions.

Overall, our dynamic model results argue that the Main Ethiopian Rift is neither a purely active or
passive rift. Force balance is dominated by buoyancy forces, and we also find evidence for a minor
contribution from stress field boundary conditions that resist deviatoric stresses associated with
GPE.
4.6.4 Implications for asymmetric conjugate passive margins
Our models of asymmetric deformation and force balance in Ethiopia shed light on processes that
may control development of asymmetric conjugate passive margins. We can also examine presentday asymmetric passive margins to better understand rift evolution and mechanisms for extension
in Ethiopia. Understanding kinematics and dynamics of asymmetric rift evolution is relevant to
academic and economic applications, e.g. tectonic plate reconstructions or off-shore hydrocarbon
exploration.
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In asymmetric conjugate passive margins, one margin is typically characterized by hyperextended
continental and transitional crust near the continent-ocean boundary. “Volcanic” margins are also
characterized by extensive flood basalts and magmatic intrusions on top of, within, or underneath
the crust due to the presence of a mantle plume (e.g. White & McKenzie, 1989). We hypothesize
based on observed asymmetric deformation and the presence of flood basalts that continued
extension in Ethiopia would produce asymmetric, volcanic passive margins, similar to those found
in the North Atlantic. White & Smith (2009) developed a detailed crustal model of two asymmetric
conjugate basins in the North Atlantic based on seismic profiles. They inferred that asymmetry
was caused by higher rates of stretching and thinning on one rift flank prior to initiation of seafloor
spreading. They note that this conceptual model is similar to that commonly used to explain
nonvolcanic asymmetric conjugate margins (e.g. Blaich, Faleide, & Tsikalas, 2011).

If the model of White & Smith (2009) is true, asymmetric rifting appears to be common in the
geologic record as indicated by numerous present-day asymmetric conjugate passive margins. Our
kinematic and dynamic models of Ethiopia offer a snapshot of mechanisms that may lead to these
types of passive margins. As discussed above, our dynamic models indicate that force balance is
dominated by GPE that is asymmetric across the rift due to asymmetries in dynamically-supported
topography, crustal thickness (augmented by flood basalts and magmatic intrusions), and
lithospheric densities. It is reasonable to assume that asymmetric dynamic support and magmatic
activity have created similar continental rift settings in the past. For example, Blaich et al. (2011)
note a higher proportion of both extension and magmatism on one margin in the South Atlantic
margin compared to its conjugate. We propose that asymmetric extension in conjugate passive
margins can be at least partially explained by gravitational collapse of high, dense, thick crust. In
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this scenario, asymmetric GPE concentrates tensional stresses on one flank of the rift prior to
continental rupture, leading to greater extension on one side. Asymmetric GPE could arise from
spatial variations in magmatic intrusions, as in the active, volcanic rift examples discussed above.
(Ebinger & Sleep (1998) invoked ponding of plume material at zones of preexisting thinned
lithosphere to explain the distribution of magmatism along the EARS.). It could also arise in
passive, nonvolcanic rift settings if crust was asymmetrically thickened during an orogenic event
(e.g. Coney & Harms, 1984).

Present-day asymmetric margins provide insight into mechanisms for diffuse deformation in the
Ethiopian Highlands. There is little evidence for normal faulting at the surface in the Ethiopian
Highlands. Diffuse deformation must be primarily accommodated in the lower crust and/or
lithospheric mantle. Mechanisms for asymmetrically extended rifted margins are debated. Prior
studies have attributed it to flow of a ductile lower crust (e.g. Blaich et al., 2011; Brune, Heine,
Pérez-Gussinyé, & Sobolev, 2014; Huismans & Beaumont, 2011; White & Smith, 2009) or lowangle detachment faults (e.g. Stab et al., 2016; White & Smith, 2009), Low-angle detachment
faults are thought to accommodation extension along slow spreading centers such as the Mid
Atlantic Ridge, as opposed to fast spreading centers like the East Pacific Rise that primarily
accommodate extension through magmatism (e.g. Blaich et al., 2011; White & Smith, 2009; Chris
Andronicos, personal communication).Determining the precise mechanisms for accommodating
diffuse deformation in Ethiopia is outside the scope of this study. Seismology work, e.g.
tomography, anisotropy, and wide-angle reflection, studies, would help distinguish subsurface
mechanisms.
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Conclusions
We present numerical model results of Ethiopian kinematics and dynamics. Our kinematic model
is constrained by GPS velocities, plate motions, spreading center rates, earthquake locations, and
magmatic event locations. Continuous velocity and strain rate fields indicate that deformation in
Ethiopia is partially localized and partially distributed across two broad regions in the Ethiopian
Highlands. Force balance controlling deformation is dominated by deviatoric stresses associated
with gravitational potential energy. Deviatoric stresses associated with gravitational potential
energy can explain most deformation in the Afar region, Ethiopian Highlands, Somali Platform,
and along the MER. Asymmetry in the deformation field corresponds to asymmetry in
gravitational potential energy. Calculated stress field boundary conditions are small in magnitude
relative to deviatoric stresses associated with gravitational potential energy. Stress field boundary
conditions may represent basal drag or a far-field traction that resists ~east-west extension. We
confirm the importance of lithospheric heterogeneities (both structure and strength) in controlling
deformation. Diffuse deformation coincides with regions of thick crust and, in regions close to the
rift axis, warm and partially molten lithosphere. We propose that anomalously weak lithosphere at
the intersection of the Yerer-Tullu Wellel volcanotectonic lineament and a Neoproterozoic suture
zone in the southwestern Ethiopian Highlands influences deformation in that region. We
hypothesize that asymmetric GPE along continental rifts is a common feature in the geologic
record that could explain asymmetric extension in some conjugate passive margins. Future work
will use 2D and 3D numerical models to further examine the roles of both lateral and vertical
strength heterogeneities in controlling Ethiopian deformation and investigate the role of GPE in
greater detail.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Chapter 1 outlined three “grand challenge” questions related to continental deformation:
1) How is continental deformation distributed?
2) What is the balance of forces controlling deformation?
3) How do lithospheric strength variations affect deformation?
To help investigate these questions, we used numerical models to investigate deformation in a
continental convergent and continental divergent setting. In Chapters 2 and 3 we presented
numerical models of the Pamir, a rare tectonic setting in which an intracontinental Benioff zone
outlines actively subducting continental lithosphere. In Chapter 4 we investigated deformation
associated with rifting in Ethiopia, where observations of diffuse deformation run contrary to the
widely held position that rifting in east Africa is narrow. This concluding chapter summarizes how
the work presented in Chapters 2-4 moves us closer to answering the “grand challenge” questions,
and also how insights from our regional model approach enhance our understanding of
deformation in the India-Eurasia collision zone and East African Rift System.

Distribution of Deformation on Continents
Kinematic models of the Pamir used GPS velocities, Quaternary fault slip rate information, and
plate velocities to constrain the deformation field. Model results indicated that deformation here
occurs over multiple length scales, similar to deformation in the neighboring Tibetan Plateau and
Himalayan arc (e.g. Mohadjer et al., 2010). In the Pamir, modeled deformation partially localizes
along the Pamir Frontal Thrust System, which is analogous to the Himalayan arc except that
subduction is to the south and down-going lithosphere is continental. Modeled strain rates are
diffuse across the Pamir plateau and show simultaneous north-south compression and east-west
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extension, identical to strain rate styles in the Tibetan Plateau. In our results, the Pamir has a higher
proportion of localized deformation than the Tibetan Plateau and Himalayan arc. The modeled
velocity field exhibits counterclockwise vorticity in the western Pamir, a mirror image of the
clockwise vorticity in the eastern Tibet velocity field that can be attributed to gravitational collapse.
Lower vorticity in the Pamir and an inferred lower Argand number are evidence that the Pamir
deforms more rigidly than other parts of the India-Eurasia collision zone. We propose that rigidity
in the Pamir is influenced by the geometrically stiffened continental slab. Our models give new
insight into deformational heterogeneities across the collision zone that were previously
unresolved in continent-scale models due to sparse observations and coarser model resolutions
(e.g. Andronicos, Velasco, & Hurtado, 2007; Avouac & Tapponnier, 1993; England & Molnar,
1997; Holt et al., 2000; Larson, Burgmann, Bilham, & Freymueller, 1999; Meade, 2007; Reigber
et al., 2001; Thatcher, 2007; Zhang et al., 2004).

Kinematic models of Ethiopia are constrained by GPS velocities, plate rotations, spreading center
rates, and locations of earthquakes and Quaternary magmatic events. GPS velocities include a
broad network of new observations across Ethiopia. Modeled deformation is partially localized
along the Main Ethiopian Rift valley and partially distributed asymmetrically across a broad,
complex region in the Ethiopian Highlands. Distributed deformation is spatially associated with
high topography, thickened crust, mapped flood basalts, and a low seismic velocity zone. We
predict that deformation delocalizes from south to north (e.g. Kogan et al., 2012). This contrasts
with models predicting progressive strain localization as the rift evolves toward seafloor spreading
(e.g. Buck, 1991; Ebinger & Casey, 2001; Ebinger & Hayward, 1996; England, 1983; Hayward &
Ebinger, 1996). We find that Quaternary magmatic events and earthquakes play an important role
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in localizing deformation in Ethiopia. Diffuse deformation may be accommodated by lower crustal
flow or low-angle detachment faults as observed in conjugate passive margins.

Our regional-scale models of Pamir and Ethiopia kinematics offer a more detailed look at
distributions of deformation than previous continent-scale models (Andronicos et al., 2007;
Avouac & Tapponnier, 1993; England & Molnar, 1997, 2005; Holt et al., 2000; Larson et al., 1999;
Meade, 2007; Reigber et al., 2001; Saria, Calais, Stamps, Delvaux, & Hartnady, 2014; Stamps et
al., 2008; Thatcher, 2007; Zhang et al., 2004). Detailed kinematic models are important for
regional seismic hazard analyses as well as for improving our scientific understanding of
continental deformation. Our models demonstrate that deformation in both convergent and
divergent tectonic settings occurs over multiple length scales. This has been well documented for
collisional settings such as the India-Eurasia collision zone (e.g. Mohadjer et al., 2010; Zhang et
al., 2004), but in the literature rift systems still tend to be classified as either narrow or wide (e.g.
Basin and Range province). In a study comparing deformation across the India-Eurasia collision
zone, Mohadjer et al. (2010) proposed that deformation over multiple length scales is a
fundamental characteristic of continental deformation. Through our work, we are able to further
generalize the importance of multiple length scales of deformation to divergent continental
tectonics.

As denser strain rate observations become available (especially GPS velocities) in other “natural
laboratories” of deformation, e.g. other segments of the East African Rift System, the Rio Grande
Rift, Colorado Plateau, and Basin and Range Province, we predict that deformation previously
thought to be either localized or distributed will be more accurately represented as deformation
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over multiple length scales. Additionally, as seafloor geodesy becomes more accurate and
widespread, our concept of rigidly deforming oceanic lithosphere may be challenged. Though we
only examine horizontal deformation in this work, increased accuracy of vertical GPS velocities
and incorporation of InSAR time series would allow us to also examine vertical deformation. This
could provide new insight into force balance, particularly in regions such as Ethiopia where force
balance is dominated by buoyancy forces. As new applications of data are invented (e.g. Larson et
al., 2008), uncertainties in GPS data decrease through longer time series, and computing power
advances, the accuracy of numerical models will improve, and we will be able to more robustly
apply them to a greater variety of tectonic settings (e.g. oceanic lithosphere). One exciting avenue
of future work is using numerical models to investigate deformation in continental interiors rather
than continental plate boundaries. Seismic zones in continental North America, e.g. the New
Madrid Seismic zone and Western Quebec Seismic Zone, hint at deformation in regions previously
thought to be stable. Low strain rates make modeling deformation more challenging, but new data
and technological advances in geodesy would allow us to gain insight into tectonics and seismic
hazard in these regions.

Force Balance Controlling Continental Deformation
In general, force balance in the lithosphere is comprised of body forces and boundary forces at
lateral edges or the base of the lithosphere. Our dynamic models indicate that force balance in the
Pamir is a combination of gravitational potential energy (GPE) and stress field boundary
conditions that we interpret as stresses due to collisional lateral plate motions. East-west extension
in the Pamir can be explained by gravitational collapse of high topography into the Tajik Basin to
the west. We found stress patterns near the Pamir Frontal Thrust System are similar to those near
trenches of oceanic subduction zones. We refine our force balance results through forward models
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that predict a deformation field based on body forces, velocity boundary conditions, and lateral
strength variations. The forward model, which does not account for subduction at the Pamir Frontal
Thrust System, systematically underestimates compression normal to the subduction interface and
shear along the western and eastern boundaries of the Pamir compared to our kinematic model
results. We interpret that this “missing” deformation represents the contribution of continental
subduction to force balance, which is similar to deformation associated with slab pull in oceanic
settings. Therefore, an important result of our Pamir force balance modeling is that subduction
beneath the Pamir influences surface deformation similarly to oceanic subduction, despite
initiation in continental lithosphere. Our work challenges the notion that subduction only initiates
in oceanic lithosphere. Subduction of continental lithosphere is rare in the geologic record, but
could have important implications for mass budgets, lithospheric recycling, and composition of
the mantle.

Dynamic models of Ethiopia show that force balance is dominated by GPE, as expected in an
active rift setting (Lithgow-Bertelloni & Silver, 1998; Moucha & Forte, 2011; Stamps, Flesch,
Calais, & Ghosh, 2014; Stamps, Iaffaldano, & Calais, 2015). GPE is asymmetric across the rift
and highest in the Ethiopian Highlands, where kinematic models indicate diffuse strain rates. We
find evidence for a minor contribution from stress field boundary conditions that resist tensional
ESE-WNW stresses associated with GPE, in support of numerical modeling work by Stamps et al.
(2015). We interpret that stress field boundary conditions represent basal drag along the bottom of
the lithosphere. Small magnitudes of stress field boundary conditions support that Africa has been
relatively stationary over its tectonic history (e.g. Burke & Wilson, 1972; Chesley, Rudnick, &
Lee, 1999). Rifting in Ethiopia can therefore be explained by a combination of active and passive
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rift mechanisms, compatible with numerical models by Burov & Gerya (2014) showing that
asymmetric topography arises in rifts where lithosphere is weakly stressed prior to plume
impingement.

In both the Pamir and Ethiopia studies, we tested a range of 3D density models modified from
Crust1.0 (Laske, Masters, Ma, & Pasyanos, 2013) in our calculation of GPE that represent different
types of topographic compensation. We found that different representations of lithospheric mantle
densities had little effect on model results, nor did including the slab in our density integral down
to 100 km depth in the Pamir models. This emphasizes the importance of topography, rather than
mantle densities and compensation style, in models of GPE. Since force balance in Ethiopia is
dominated by GPE, more work is needed to evaluate the sensitivity of model results to density
variations representing low seismic velocity zones and radial tractions at the base of the lithosphere.

Overall, we find that GPE is an important contributor to force balance regardless of tectonic setting.
Other continent-scale models have demonstrated the importance of GPE in the India-Eurasia
collision zone (e.g. England & Molnar, 1997; Flesch, Haines, & Holt, 2001) and east Africa (e.g.
Stamps et al., 2014). Our results show that this holds true even over the smaller length scales
examined in our models. In general, we are able to match first order styles of modeled total
deviatoric stresses to styles of observed deformation by approximating the earth as a thin viscous
sheet. We therefore also demonstrate that the thin viscous sheet approximation captures dynamics
of the earth over horizontal length scales as small as ~1000-1500 km. We propose that elevated
GPE caused by asymmetric flood basalt emplacement, magmatic intrusions, and thickened crust
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concentrates diffuse extension on one side of the rift and may explain asymmetries in some
conjugate passive margins following continental rupture (e.g. Blaich, Faleide, & Tsikalas, 2011).

The resolution and accuracy of our dynamic models are limited by the resolution and accuracy of
our model constraints. Improvements in kinematic model constraints, crustal density models, and
far-field plate rotation vectors will improve dynamic models. As noted above, technological
advances that allow for precise measurements of vertical deformation may enhance our
understanding of force balance components related to GPE, particularly in the East African Rift
System and other active rift settings.

Effects of Lithospheric Strength Heterogeneities on Continental Deformation
In the Pamir and Ethiopia, we calculate vertically averaged effective viscosity fields by dividing
magnitudes of modeled total deviatoric stresses by magnitudes of modeled strain rates. This
provides a first order approximation of lateral strength variations within the lithosphere, an
important parameter in many models that is difficult to measure. In both regions, we predict weak
areas surrounding major faults or plate boundaries. In the Pamir, the lowest modeled viscosities
(~5e20 Pa-s) occur along the Pamir Frontal Thrust System. We also found evidence for higher
rigidity in the Pamir compared to the rest of the collision zone independent of calculated viscosities
(see section 5.1). In Ethiopia, the lowest modeled viscosities (< 5e21 Pa-s) occur along the Main
Ethiopian Rift, Gulf of Aden and Red Sea spreading centers, and in the Afar region. In Ethiopia,
we also predict relatively low viscosity regions that correspond to diffuse deformation in the
Ethiopian Highlands.
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The viscosity field for Pamir was used in a thin sheet forward model that predicted a deformation
field. Results from this forward model isolated the contribution of the subducting slab to surface
deformation (see section 5.1). In future work, the Ethiopian viscosity field will be incorporated
into forward models to refine our understanding of force balance there. We found that the extent
of diffuse deformation in Ethiopia is bounded by Neoproterozoic suture zones (Fritz et al., 2013)
and a region of low seismic velocity at depth (Katie Keranen, personal communication) that were
not included in our model density constraints. More modeling work is needed to test sensitivity to
strength variations associated with these geologic features.

Vertically averaged effective viscosity fields provide information about lateral, but not vertical,
strength variations. A limitation of our two-dimensional, thin sheet modeling approach is that we
do not include effects from vertically partitioned strength. In classic views of lithospheric rheology,
such as the “crème brulee” and “jelly sandwich” models (Bürgmann & Dresen, 2008), weak layers
in the lower crust or mantle play important roles in deformation of the lithosphere. Our vertically
averaged effective viscosity fields capture the effects of a “banana split” type rheology, in which
weaknesses along lithospheric-scale faults control deformation. The fact that we are able to
recreate the deformation in vertically averaged forward models suggests that “banana split”
rheology is of primary importance in continental deformation, supporting the results of Flesch,
Bendick, & Bischoff (2018). 3-D models of Ethiopia are needed to ascertain whether “crème
brulee,” “jelly sandwich,” or a combination of all three rheology types is needed to explain
observed surface deformation, or whether rheology varies laterally.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, the work presented in this dissertation has provided a more detailed view of
deformation in two of the most widely studied continental deformation zones in the world. Our
modeling results show that, in general, continental deformation occurs over multiple length scales,
force balance is comprised of ≥ ~50% buoyancy forces, and lateral weak zones along major
tectonic features play an important role. Regional-scale models offer insight into shorterwavelength contributions to surface deformation and force balance that are often unresolved in
continent-scale models. Results of these studies therefore contribute to a more detailed
understanding of continental deformation, with implications for e.g. tectonic reconstruction studies,
hydrocarbon exploration, and seismic hazard analyses.
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APPENDIX A. CHAPTER 2 SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Table A.1. Slip information for faults used to constrain kinematic model.
Name

Rake

Dip

Style

Min Expected Max Slip rate
slip slip rate slip source
rate
rate
0
0
1 (inactive)

Akbaytal Fault

90

45 Thrust

Aksu Murgab
Fault
Alichur Fault

180

0

0

90

90 Right
lateral
45 Thrust

0

0

Balakot Bagh
Fault
Chaman Fault

90

45 Thrust

1.4

2.8

0

0

Darvaz

45

Issyk-Kul

60

Issyk-Kul-E

90

90 Left
lateral
45 Left
lateral
with
thrust
90 Right
lateral
90 Left
lateral
90 Right
lateral
30 Left
lateral
with
thrust
30 Thrust

Issyk-Kul-W

90

20 Thrust

1.47

Karakax Fault

0

90 Left
lateral
90 Right
lateral
90 Right
lateral

4

Dzhungarian
Fault
Gardiz Fault

180

Herat Fault

180

0

Karakorum Fault

180

Karasu Fault
Aksu Murgab
System

180

0

1.4
0
0
2.24

2.24

0
0.3

0.1 Robinson
2009a
1 (inactive)

4.1 Kaneda et
al 2008
10 19.1 Mohadjer
et al 2010
10 13.4 Mohadjer
et al 2010
3

4 Campbell
et al 2013
2.7 7.4 Mohadjer
et al 2010
0
1 Mohadjer
et al 2010
3.2 4.16 Thompson
et al 2002

Fault trace
source
Robinson et al
2004
Robinson et al
2004
Robinson et al
2004
Kaneda et al
2008
HimaTibetMap
Robinson et al
2004
HimaTibetMap
Robinson et al
2004
HimaTibetMap
HimaTibetMap

3.2 4.16 Thompson England
et al 2002 Molnar 1997a
2.1 2.73 Thompson HimaTibetMap
et al 2002
7
10 Shen et al HimaTibetMap
2001
1
7 Wright et al HimaTibetMap
2004
0.5 0.8 Strecker et Robinson et al
al 1995
2004
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A.1 continued
Kepingtage Fault

0

Kepingtage
Thrust Zone
Kharibad Panjal
Main Central
Thrust
Kilik Fault

Kochkorka
Kongur Shan
Longmu Co
Gozha Co fault
Longmu Co
Gozha Co Fault
System
Main Boundary
Thrust
Main Frontal
Thrust

0

1.8

90

90 Left
lateral
30 Thrust

0

1.8

90

45 Thrust

0

0

135

0

0

90

45 Right
lateral
with
thrust
30 Thrust

2.24

-90

45 Normal

5.5

0

0

90

45 Thrust

0

0

90

10 Thrust

0

4

Main Frontal
Thrust
Main Frontal
Thrust

90

10 Thrust

8.4

12

90

10 Thrust

11.2

16

Main Frontal
Thrust
Main Karakorum
Thrust
Main Mantle
Thrust
Main Pamir
Thrust
Makran thrust
belt

90

10 Thrust

9.8

14

90

45 Thrust

0

0

90

45 Thrust

0

4

90

45 Thrust

10

12.5

90

10 Thrust

0

4

0

HimaTibetMap

1 (inactive)

Robinson et al
2004

Robinson et al
2004
Robinson et al
2004

3.2 4.16 Thompson England
et al 2002 Molnar 1997a
6.5 7.5 Robinson HimaTibetMap
2010
0
1 Wright et al HimaTibetMap
2004
0 0.1 Wright et al Robinson et al
2004
2004

90 Left
lateral
90 Left
lateral

0

4 Allen et al
1999
4 Allen et al
1999
1 Unsworth
et al 2005

1 Kaneda et
al 2008
16 Deng et al
2003
modified
15.6 Deng et al
2003
20.8 Lave
Avouac
2000 2001
Lave et al
2005 Lillie
Yeats 1991
18.2 Deng et al
2003
1 (inactive)

Robinson et al
2004
Robinson et al
2004
Robinson et al
2004
HimaTibetMap

HimaTibetMap

Robinson et al
2004
8 (modified Robinson et al
to fit GPS) 2004
15 Zubovich et Robinson et al
al 2010
2004
16 Deng et al HimaTibetMap
2003
modified
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A.1 continued
Mokur Fault
Naryn

90

90 Left
lateral
30 Thrust

Naryn-at-Bashii

90

30 Thrust

0.63

Nathia Gali
Thrust
North Front

90

45 Thrust

0

30

0.74

NorthFront6NA

90

20 Left
lateral
with
thrust
20 Thrust

Panjal Main
Central Thrust
Pshart Fault

90

45 Thrust

0

90

45 Thrust

0

Reshun Fault

90

45 Thrust

0

0

0

60 Left
lateral
90 Right
lateral

0

0

0

1.8
0

S-Issyk-KulNA

0

0
2.94

0.74

Saergan Fault
Kepingtage
Thrust Zone
South Pamir Fault

180
90

45 Thrust

0

South Tien Shan
Fault
SouthernTienshan

45

8.89

South Tien Shan
Fault
SouthernTienshan

45

45 Left
lateral
with
thrust
45 Left
lateral
with
thrust
45 Right
lateral
with
thrust
90 Right
lateral
45 Thrust

SW Kunlun
Thrust

135

Talas Fergana
Fault
Tanymas Thrust

180
90

2.7

7.4 Mohadjer
et al 2010
4.2 5.46 Thompson
et al 2002
0.9 1.17 Thompson
et al 2002
0
1 (inactive)

Robinson et al
2004
England
Molnar 1997a
England
Molnar 1997a
Robinson et al
2004
1.05 1.36 Thompson HimaTibetMap
et al 2002
1.05 1.36 Thompson
et al 2003
0
1 Unsworth
et al 2005
0
1 (inactive)

England
Molnar 1997a
Robinson et al
2004
Robinson et al
2004
1 (inactive) Robinson et al
2004
1 (inactive) England
Molnar 1997a
4 Allen et al Robinson et al
1999
2004
1 (inactive)

Robinson et al
2004
12.7 16.51 Deng et al Robinson et al
2003
2004

5.39

7.7 10.01 Deng et al HimaTibetMap
2003

0.98

7.5

0

1.5

0

0

10 Shen et al
2001

England
Molnar 1997a

2 Zubovich et HimaTibetMap
al 2010
1 (inactive) Robinson et al
2004
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A.1 continued
Tirich Mir Fault

90

45 Thrust

0

0

Trans Alai thrust

90

45 Thrust

0

2

Vakhan Fault

90

45 Thrust

0

0

Western Kunlun
0
90 Left
0.98
Shan thrust belt
lateral
All others:
(various) (various) (various)
0

7.5
2

1 (inactive)

Robinson et al
2004
10 Arrowsmith HimaTibetMap
Strecker
1999
Robinson et
al 2004b
1 (inactive) Robinson et al
2004
10 Shen et al HimaTibetMap
2001
4
(various)
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Figure A.1. Rotation pole sensitivity test for GEODVEL. Black vectors show kinematic model
results presented in the main paper (India-Eurasia rotation pole from the Global Strain Rate
Model, 25.9° N, 15.0° E, 0.355° Myr-1 (Kreemer et al., 2003)). Red vectors show the same
model except the India-Eurasia rotation pole is from GEODVEL (26.1° N, 30.6° E, 0.470° Myr1
) (Argus et al. 2010).
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Figure A.2. Rotation pole sensitivity test for MORVEL. Black vectors show kinematic model
results presented in the main paper (India-Eurasia rotation pole from the Global Strain Rate
Model, 25.9° N, 15.0° E, 0.355° Myr-1 (Kreemer et al., 2003)). Red vectors show the same
model except the India-Eurasia rotation pole is from MORVEL (31.7° N, 17.3° E, 0.477° Myr-1)
(Argus et al. 2010).
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a)

Figure B.1. Initial viscosity fields for all models reported in Table 3.3.
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Figure B.2. Misfit between the kinematic strain rate field and total deviatoric stress field for all
models. Green represents perfect fit and red represents complete misfit.
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Figure B.3. Misfit between the kinematic strain rate field and deviatoric stress field associated
with GPE for all models. Green represents perfect fit and red represents complete misfit.
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Figure B.4. Misfit between the kinematic strain rate field and stress field boundary conditions
for all models. Green represents perfect fit and red represents complete misfit.
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Figure B.5. Misfit between the kinematic strain rate field and refined, dynamic total deviatoric
stress field for all models. Green represents perfect fit and red represents complete misfit.
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Figure B.6. Refined viscosity fields for all models.
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Figure B.7. Dynamic velocity fields for all models. Red vectors represent kinematic modeled
velocities and yellow vectors represent dynamic modeled velocities.
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Figure B.8. Differential and dynamic strain rate fields for all models.
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